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CTüAPTER 1.

ÏNTRODUCTION

If the topic of rnandatory retirement evokes strong

feelings and harsh words, the abolition of rnandatory

retirement is likely to cause even greater reactions. A

recent editorial poínted out that while mandatory retirement

is not a burning social issue, it is still the source of some

strongly held opinions (G1obe and Mail , l-988 ) . After
challenges to mandatory retirement through the Human Rights

Commission and the courts, Manitoba effectively abol-ished

rnandatory retirement in the early part of this decade"

The current situation did not come about due to an

act of legislation on the part of the provincei in l-981-, the

Human Rights Act of the province h¡as used to challenge the

mandatory retirement provision of a university professorrs

coll-ective agreement" The person who made that challenge r¡ras

not ready to retire at age 65. It is interesting to note that
this occupational group was in the vanguard of a movement that
eventually modified the terms and conditions of all workers

in the province of Manitoba. If the current trend continues,

the majority of the professors reaching age 65 will not retire
at, age 65, but some time after"
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Since that time, the reaction to the abolition of
mandatory ret.irement has been mixed. Ernployers complain of
an added burden in the costs of carrying older employees, when

younger ones could do the same job for less money" younger

workers bemoan the continued work tife of older workers, sínce

a perception exists that older workers are less productive d.ue

to their âgê, but have higher incomes based on seniority than

their younger colleagues. unions have no strong position on

the issuei they are av¡are of their responsibility to protect
the rights of the older worker. However, unions arso attack
the employer by claiming that younger workers are not hired
u¡hile many older workers stay past the normar retirement age.

fn this rather confused situation, some of the dire
predictions noted above may be coming to pass. From 19BO to
the end of l-986, 60Z of the academic staff eligible for
retirement at the university of Manitoba have stayed on past

the previous retirement, age of 65. Of the remaining group,

only 222 retired after l- year past age 65, and S6eo of that
group remain on staff over L year" These large proportions

who remain past the ¡rnormar¡r retirement date indicate that
many of the academics who are eligible for retirement are

exercising the flexibility that the removal of mandatory

retirement has given them" But the implication of such

flexibility may be crucial in the fotlowing years, if this
professorial trend is replicated by many other occupational
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groups" The cause for concern is found in canada's changing

demography"

Demographics

Canada, along with other Western industrialized
nations, has an ever increasing component of its popuration

that is living to otd age" rn Lg7B, 2.r milrion canadians

Lüere of age 65 or older; it is predicted that this number witl
rise to 3"4 nill-ion or Lzz of the totar population by 2ooi-

(Cro]l , L979; covt" of Canada, ]-982) " lrfhile the abolition of
mandatory retirement rnay not seem problernatic at this time,
there are some considerations that must be made in right of
immediate and future social policy issues, with particular
regard for both private and government pension p1ans.

The advent. of a g:overnment OId Age pensions Act did
not occur in canada until L927, approxirnate]-y ten years after
the united Kingdom and eight years prior to the united statesl
entry into this field (Chappell, Strain, and Blandford,

l-986:54). The Canadian o1d age pension plan consisted of a

nat.ional, means-tested, non-contributory pension plan which

came into effect at age seventy" The costs of this pì-an v/ere

shared between the federal and provincial governments, and

marked Canadaos entry into the sphere of social welfare" By

L954, amendments to this proglram allowed for old age
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assistance based on a means test to those over age sixty-five
but less than age seventy, with old age security payments to
all citizens above the age of seventy" fn Lg7O, this was

changed to allow for old age security payments to al_l_

canadians over the age of 65, with a means tested Guarant.eed

fncome Supplement for those aged sixty and over. fndeed,

retirement at age sixty-five has become normal:

Retirement and a social definition of o1d age at age
65, evolved with national income security
legislation, which became the benchmark for private
pension schemes and mandatory retirement. Although
original legislat.ion developed in reaction to
widespread poverty and destitution, with increasing
life expectancy and mandatory retirement from
industrial labour, the lack of paid labour after age
65 has now become a normal life stage.

(Chappel1, Strain, and Blandford, 1986:55)

The structure of the retirement systern stiII, to some degree,

revolves around the retirement age of sixty-five" Hohrever,

in the last two decades, trends have emerged to challenge the

notion that retirement at age sixty-five is still I'normalrr.

This is reflected, to some degree, in the labour

participation rate of Canadian workers" The labour

participation rate of males age 65 and over has decreased from

34 "82 to l-5. 5å during the period 1_953 to L977 i the

participation rate of workers in the 55-64 age bracket dropped

from 86"52 Eo 76"6å during the same period (Cro1l, L979). The
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ranni commission (Globe and Mail:i-988) reports that hatf of
ontariots 4.9 million workers do not face mandatory retirement
in their jobs" of the remainder who do face mandatory

retirement, only 292 of these workers are stirl emproyed. at
the Èirne they reach age 65" Clear1y, these trends are

opposite to the recent retirement trends of professors at the

University of Manitoba that brere ment,ioned above.

The Problem

Given the structure of the country¡s population as

described above, and the desire to maintain a system of social
security for the country¡s aged (crorl, LgTg), the aborition
of the mandatory retirement, system may pose new problems. rn
particular, ís there a possibility that vast numbers of
workers wilr stay at their jobs much longer in the future or
is this a situation that is limited to certain occupational
groups? This is important to consider if the possibílity of
abolishíng mandatory retirement reverses this trend" rhis
potent,ial change courd have profound effects on the ability
of the canadian system of social securíty to pay benefits to
retirees and/or provide work for younger and older workers.

For these reasons, research on the retirement
decision is necessary to determine what factors infl-uence the

decision to retire" rt is important to know which key factors
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influence the decision to retireo and if these influencing

factors are perceived differently by members of various

occupational strata. Furthermore, this inguiry provides for
a unique opportunity to examine the social world and test a

sociological theoretical position, to see if theory can

adeguately explain this phenomenon. Hence, the purpose of

this thesis wilt be to examine the current body of knowledge

in the area of societal stratification to determine if class

membership is related to the retirement decision - from both

a theoreticat and empirical viewpoint"



CTTAPTER, 2

REVTEW OF THE LITERÄTURE

The following chapter wilt review the theoretical
and empirical l-iterature surrounding the topic under study:

factors that influence the decision to retire" The major

concept around which this thesis is organized is the

relationship between social cl-ass membership and the attitude
of the individuar toward retirement" rt wilr be shown that
social crass membership, or one of its correrates (current or
future income IeveI, occupation, socio-economic status, etc. )

is commonry reported in empiricar studies as a major factor
influencing the retirement decision.

The general proposition under investigation here is
the following: the higher the leve1 of class membership of
the individual, the greater the preferred age of retirement.
sociologists have attempted to explain the processes involved

in the retirement decision. However, as Shanas (L972) has

commented, it is important to note that the factors which

influence retirement are rather different than the factors
which are influenced by retirement. This thesis will focus
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on the former"

Shanas lists demographic, social-structural, and

sociar-psychologicar factors as influencíng the retirement
decision (shanas, L97z;258). Among the sociar structural
factors listed by shanas are occupation, rever of income,

employment opportunities, and retirement benefits.
Demographic infruences include age and sex of the individuar.
socíar psychological factors centre on the individuar¡s
perceived health status and general self concept.

Two important points are evident in the scheme

presented by shanas: the acknowledgement that much of the
theory development in the study of the aged is focused on the
years inmediately prior to or after the retirement event, and

that much of the theorizing in this area is based on the
socj-ar psychologicar rather than social structural or
dernographic factors" However, this is not to say that the
ratter factors are overlooked; dernographic and sociat
structural variabl-es are also freguently tested in the
research literature as will be shown bel-ow in the section
dealing with ernpiricar studies" But. these factors have not
been the subject of a well developed theoretical positionr âs

reratively 1itt,Ie is known about the relationship between

social class membership and retirement,
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Another difficulty with existing theories of
retirement is that littre atternpt is made to explain t¡hat

attitudes an individual many years or even decades from the
decision night hold toward retirement. one might argue that
with retirement being such a distant event, chronologically
young'er individuals may not have formulated an attitude to
retirement, or that any attitude they have wirl probabry

change, perhaps repeatedly, before retirement, However, it
is cl-ear that any theoret.ícar position that, is limited by

emphasizing the factors irnrnediately prior to the retirement
event or after the event is not capable of explaining the
attitudes of those many years from the decision" lrlhile no

theory may be capable of succeeding at such a task, theories
other than those concerned with the rife-cycle tend to avoid

the guestion" Irlhat will be argued for here is the utilization
of an existing sociological theoreticar position that starts
with sociar structural factors, can be extended to social
psychological factors, and continues throughout the life-
cycle "

Theoretical Considerations

rn revíewing the sociological theories of aging, two

major points become clear" The first point, ís that, theory
development in this area does not seem to be as lrsaturatedrl

as many other areas of sociological- inguiry, perhaps due to
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the length of tine this topic has been studied. Secondty, the

bulk of the theory development in this area seems to be of a

micro theoretical approach, with the grreatest emphasis on

syrnbolic interaction and role theory" A relative absence of
macro theoretical pursuits such as functionalism, conflict
theory, etc" is apparent in this area" The exceptions appear

to be the work of Matilda Riley in nodifying sociat
stratification theory into a theory of age stratification
(Riley I L971") | and the formulation of disengagement theory by

Curnmings and Henry with its roots in functionalism" A brief
discussion of these two theoretical positions is reguired"

Curnmings and Henry proposed that changes in l-ater

life which appear maladaptive, when viewed through the

normative position of middle-age holders, are actually a

process of disengagement by the aged" This theory of
disengagement states that intrinsic personality changes,

combined with the functional demands of the society increase

anormative behaviour and decrease physical activity on the

part of the aged (Cunmings and Henry, l-961-) " This process of
disengagement was thought to be functional to societyr âs it
allowed for the replacement of age cohorts in important sociat
roles that could not remain occupied by the aged.

Upon further examination, it would seem that this
theory, which is a fusion of psychological behaviourism and
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sociological structural-functionalism, has not hetd up under

scrutiny" Rather than showing what should be a gradual waning

of the porüer and wealth of the aged, some researchers have

shown that the aged control disproportionate amounts of wealth

and political power (Streib, Hudson and Binstock | 1-976) "

Furthermore, this theory is at, a loss to explain the ever

increasing participation of aged persons in leisure activities
or the phenomenon of the aged working past the ¡¡normal-tt age

of retirement" FinaIIy, this theory legitímizes and fosters

the position that the rejection of aged individuals by society

is, in some wây, natural and right (Atch1ey I L972) " For these

reasons, the theory of disengagement has fa1len from currency.

The second theory to be examined here is Matilda

Riley¡s theory of age stratification, which is based on the

analogtous theory of social class stratification" Riley has

nodified stratification theory by emphasizing age over the

traditional class based theory of stratification advanced by

other theorists:

The literature on these four aspects of class
stratification is impressive, pregnant with insights
that might be extended to analyses of kindred
phenomena" Our concern is to test the utility of
the questions it evokes for understanding old age
as just one straturn in a society stratified or
differentiated, not by cIass, but by age" Thus we
shall start by thinking of society as divided into
strata according to the age of its memþers.

(Riley, 1-971-:80)
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Riley states that age cohort membership creates a sub-cultural
membership that. largely forms behaviour and attitudes" This

leads t,o cohort-centrism and the process of cohort frow. The

cohorts flow through various periods of time and are shaped

by the history that is associated with those times. These

varyinE experiences, in addition to modifying attitudes and

behaviours of the cohort members, arso add to the centrism of
the cohort.

Another aspect of traditional theories of social
strat.ification, the guestion of mobility, is dealt with by

Riley in the following fashion" Unlike sociat rnobility, which

is rather restricted according to theories of social
stratificatíon, a9ê stratification postulates that all members

of society are mobile in the sense that everyone ages" It is
the process of aging as a cohort member, with commonly hetd

attitudes of the cohort, that binds the group together. As

will be shown in later sections, Riley¡s theory suggests that
individuals would decide to retire based on the values and

attitudes held by their cohort at the time they r^rere making

the decision" Hence, if the values of the cohort provide an

attitude towards retirement that indicates little value in the

process, the members will view retirement with disdain and

avoid it" However, Rileyts theoretical position is not

without its problems"
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As interesting as Riley¡s reformulatíon of
sÈratification theory is, there are some difficurties with
proceeding in this fashion. The rnajor difficulty is one of
definition. There are many ways of assessingi age;

chronologicar age is but one of many krays. rt is probrematic

to empirically test a theory that is not specific as to what

would constitute a proper cohort" Is a five year span too
great a cohort size or would a proper cohort be smaller? Do

the number of years that a cohort is comprised of remain fixed
or is it flexible? Another problem is that other determinants

such as expected retirement income, health concerns, etc. have

been reported in the empirical literature as hotding g'reater

sway than a9ê, and hence cohort membership does not seem a

viable concept in the formulation of a wide ranging theory of
aging. However, as will be discussed in further sections of
this chapter, age is not ignored by the theory of societal
stratification, even though it is relegated to secondary

status after the class based elements"

Societal Stratif ication

As stated in previous sections, the main focus of

this thesis will be the structural, rather than the social
psychological, factors which influence the decision to retire.
Hence, âD attempt will be made to utilize an appropriate

theoretical- position to the study of structural and
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demographic facLors"

Up to this point, it has been demonstrated that, no

all-- encompassing theory of aging seems to exist in socioÌogy"

A number of researchers have proposed micro theoretical
positions (for example variations of Symbolic Interaction
and/or RoIe Theory) to study aging" At the same time,
previous attempts to modify social stratification to a rife
course theory have not led to a position that is wholly
integrated with macro sociologicar theory. For these reasons,

an attempt, will be made to apply the macro theoretical
strategy of societal stratification to this phenomenon. fn
particular, this thesis will examíne the view that it is the

macro or structuraÌ factors of sociar class membership that
are the major influences in the retirement decision; it, is
these structurar factors which, in turn, influence the social
psychological factors which then infruence the decision to
retire. Hence, this thesis wilt examine both structurar and

social psychologícal factors in the decision to retire.
However, a discussion of the genesis of the theory of societal
stratification is required at this point.

Any discussion of the

social stratification must begin

tt¡orks of Karl- Marx and Max Vteber"

to point to the relationship

development. of theories of

with an acknowledgment, of the

Marx was the first theorist
between holding different
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positions in the product,ive hierarchy and accumulatíng

disproportionate shares of the productive output. rn Marx's

scherne, class, class interests, and class conflicts are the

essence of the organization of society:

For Marx, society is prirnarity not a smooth running
order of the form of a social organism, a social
system, or a static social fabric" Its dominant
characteristic is, rather, the continuous change of
not only its elements, but its very structurat form.

(Dahrendorf, L959227)

rt is evident that Marx placed the structure of the society

in a pre-eminent position in the discussion of social
organization" rt is that same st,ructure that determines the

interests, actions, behaviours and attitudes of each member

in each level- of the class hierarchy.

Max Weber started with Marxts position that the

economic class structure or hierarchy of a society

fundamentally directs the thoughts, behaviours, and actions

of all members of that society, and expanded the concept of
class membership by stating that similarity of objective class

positions was not solely responsible for similar interests.
According to Weber, the concept of status, the position one

holds in the hierarchy of social- worth, is combined with
similar interests amongi indivíduals of the same position.
fndividuals are capable of recognizing their ínterests and
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organize themselves with others of similar interests. Hence,

hleber stated that more than total economic detennination bound

individuals of the same crass position together" This is what

forms various level-s of common interests ranginE through the
entire society, stratified by status position:

For aII practical purposes, stratification by status
goes hand in hand ç¡ith a monopolization of ideal and
material goods and opportunities, in a manner hre
have come to know as typicat" Besides the specific
status honour, which always rests upon dístance and
exclusivenessr vtrê find aII sorts of material
monopolies

(Vfeber, L946;l-88)"

lrleber pointed to more than simple economic t¡levels¡r separating

members of society at various class levels. rndeed, there
also exists a lrmonopolization of ideal goods and

opportunities¡¡. rt ís this reference to rewards in terms of
intangible as well as tangibre goods that is of prime

importance to the study of sociar stratification and to this
study as well" As will be discussed below, there is a notion
of !rpsychic gratif ication¡¡ which accompanies higher class
positions that will form an important part of the theoretical
strategy of this thesís"

The structured ineguality of all aspects of the

sociar world has been a focar point for sociology. Melvin

Tumin (197o) has reiterated the necessary requirements for the
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formation of any stratification system. The first, requirement

is the differentiation of the formally defined positions in
the major instítutions such as work. The second requirement

is that some form of ranking of these positions using

significant criteria has occurred; an exampre of the criteria
iøould be the difficurty or the level of skirl required to do

a certain job. The third process reguired is the evaluation
of the sociar u¡orth or importance of a position based on the
place it is ranked in the social order. For example, the
professor is ranked higher than the clerical worker because

the work requires much greater intelrectuar skir1, much

gireater qualifications, and much less physical effort" The

final process necessary to stratification systems is the

assigning of deferentia] av¡ards" This alrows the members of
society who hold positions of greater status to claim greater

rewards than lower status members. Rewards take many

different forms in society, and can include property, po\Ârer,

prestige, and, as Tumin refers to thern, various forms of
psychic gratification" rt is important to comrnent on the

finar reward listed, psychic gratification¡ âs one form of
this reward, job satisfaction, will constitute an important
part of the factors to be tested as infruencing the decision
to retire"

Jonathan Turner (l_994) has not addressed the
particurar guestion of aging or the retirement decision in his
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reformulation of a theory of stratificat,ion. However, the
theoretical- focus of this study wilr attempt, to util-ize
Turner¡s theoretical statements and propositions on the
decísion to retire and the factors that i-nfluence that
decision 

"

fn his book, Societal Stratification, Turner has

atternpted to draw from the masters of the sociology of
stratification: Marx, Weber, Spencer, and Durkhiem. He has

also employed the contribut,ions of latter day sociorogists
such as Parsons, Davis and Lenski in a critical_ reformuration
and synthesis of their works" Through this synthesis, Turner

has defined three constituent processes of stratification:

the unequal distribution of valued resources
in society (ineguality) which is composed of:
a) the unequal distribution of material_
wealth

b) the unequal distribution of power

c) the unegual distribution of prestige

the formation of, and differentiation of,
homogeneous subpopulations"

3" the rank ordering of these subpopulations.

(Turner, 1,984259)

l_.

2.
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Turner continues by st,ating the key properties of societal
stratification:

1-" The mernbers of a society reveal differences in
terms of their behaviours, attitudes, and
possessions; and these differences are related
to at least the following:

a" economic position and material wealth

b, access to political power

c" possession of prestige

d" educational attainments

e. sex

f. ethnicity/race
g" age

2. The members of a society can be categorized
in terms of their modal behaviours, attitudes
and possessions, with the result that one can
observe identifiable rrclassesrt of individuals
who share cornmon behaviourial tendencies,
attitudes, and possessions.

3. The members of a society can be rank-
ordered in terms of their ¡rclassr¡.

4. The members of society can, therefore, be
viewed as existing within a series of
ranked classes which reveal variations
with respect to at least the following:
a" homogeneity of behaviours,

attitudes, and possessions

b" clarity of criteria of membership

c. clarity of cl-ass boundaries
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5 . A society, as a h¡hole, can be viewed as a
system of ranks that reveals variability, at
least with respect to:
a" the number of classes

b" size of respectíve classes

c. degree of inequality in
possession of material wealth,
power, and prestige amongt
classes

d. rates of mobility among classes

e" clarity of rank-ordering among'classes

f" rates of cooperative and/or antagonistic
inÈeraction among members of classes

(Turner, L984263-64)

To expand, the behaviours of society members witl be related
to the attributes listed in l-" above" Homoqeneous

subpopulations, or classes of individuals exist in society,
with conmon attitudes and behaviour patterns in each

identifiable class" These classes have the ability to be rank

ordered" Variability is present from one rank to another in
terms of rrthe degree of ineguality in possession of material
wealth, pohrer, and prestige among classes¡¡ (Turner, L9g4z64).

Turner continues by analyzing various types of societies to
see what empirical characteristics exist in each. It will be

the focus of this study to utilize Turnerrs theoretical
propositions as applied to a Western industrial society (for
example, Canada), and formuLate a set of hypotheses that can
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test the general proposition that, socíal class is related to

the decision to retire.

According to Turner, the organization of the economy

in industrial societies is composed of the State, public and

private corporations, unions, trade and professional-

organizations" Almost all aspects of life are bureaucratized

in these societies" Educational systems are diverse, with

many forms and leve1s. A high degree of leisure is enjoyed

by societal rnembers" The very high leve1s of production of
the industrial society (as compared with agrarían,

horticultural, etc") leads to great numbers of organizational

sub-units "

A dist,inctive feature of an indust.rial society is
the numerous hierarchies, which may be in conflict, with each

other from time to time. Monopolies and oligopolies are

common in the economic sphere, while unions arise to counter

these forces " Professional-s form associations that have pohrer

to restrict entry to the profession and sancLion existing
members" Capitalist societies contain the greatest numbers

of multiple hierarchies, in Turner¡s view"

The concentration of po$¡er is moderate to high among

the monopolies and oligopolies in the industrial society"

Again, productivity is high due to the ongoing development of
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technologies and the extensive divisíon of labour" Internal
conflict ranges from low t,o moderate and is based on the

internal diversity of the society. A high volume of internal
transacLions take place; this is combined with systems of
taxation, social welfare, crediL, and subsidies. There is a

moderate to high degree of perceived external threat in the

society" Turner states that the concentration of prestíge in
the industrial society is high" However, prestige is
concentrated with high level government, corporate, and union

officiats" Prestige is also concentrated in the high skill
professions; it is these professions that garner the greatest

degree of functional importance to the society and command

material wealth"

In his analysis of societal types, Turner describes

the various attributes of industrial societies (Turner,

L984:1-60) . Large subpopulations are developed within
industrial societies and are composed of agricultural,
unskilled manual, skilled manual, unskilled non-manual,

skilled non-manual, professional, elite, and poverty sectors.

For example, within these types, clerical support staff are

characterised as belonging to the skilled/unskilled manual

subpopulation, while university professors are a part of the

professional sector.

A high degree of homogeneity exists within these
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subpopulations, with a low degree of homogeneity existing
outside of the subpopulations" These subpopulations are also

characterized by elaborate differentiation in productive

activities" These differentiations are based on the fol-l-owing

attributes: profession/vocation, dgê, sex. Material wealth

varies greatly from one subpopulation to another. However,

porJüer and prestige are subject to lesser degrees of ineguality
in the industrial society, compared with agrarian or

horticultural societies "

Turner states that considerable rank ordering occurs

within industrial societies (Turner, L9842L74) " tühil-e

considerable homogeneity exists due to occupation and

education, rank ordering of subpopulations occurs on the bases

of relative poverty and race/ethnic type of the various

subpopulations as well" One night visualize rank ordering in
the following fashion: elites, non-manual professionals, non-

manual routine and manual skilIed, manual unskilled, poverty

secLor"

OveraII, there is moderate to high consensus over

general and abstract value premises" For example, in this

society, education is widely viewed as a valuable asset;

rnurder is viewed as a reprehensible action" However,

considerable variation exists in the application of values

amonq the various subpopulations, and the possibility exists
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for the formation of díssident groups. Vühile al-l

subpopulations share a cotnmon agreement over a particular
process, variation exists in the application of the process

from one subpopulation to the next due to the variation in the

values that form within the subpopulation" This leads to
variations in attitudes and behaviours rshich are observable.

An example of such variations would be the

previously mentioned attitude to educat.ion" !'Ihile education

is held by all groups in society to be a positive value,

members of the lower class levels may value a high school_

diploma as the highest possible level of education within
their strata" However, members of higher class groups may

look at the high school diplona as only a stepping stone to
further degrees, and would look at one of their own class with
disdain if that was the individualts highest. educational

level.

Turner has provided a framework for putting the

guestion of the retirement decision into a series of
stratification hypotheses" His presentat,ion of the industriat
society type describes the ernpirical setting found in Canada

at this time" The major concept around which this thesis is
organized, social class menbership, consists of a series of
structural indicators which can be measured" The following

section will examine the development of a strategy to test
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societal stratification theory on the guestÍon of the

retirement decision"

Inequality of Rewards and the Effects on the Decision to
Retire

According to Turner, ineguality can be thought of
as the cornbination of an individual r s materiat wealth, pohrer

and prestige and the level or degree of rewards that thís
combination provides for the índividual (Turner, LgB4:61) "

Hence, a member of a class (class will refer to a homogeneous

subpopulatíon) that holds relatively little wearth, por^¡er, and.

prestige shall experience a high degree of ineguality when

compared with members of a much higher ranked class, in terms

of the number and degree of rewards availabre to that member.

fn turn, aII rewards, in degree or number, associated with
that higher class will not be avairable to the member of the

lower ranked class" These incl-ude both intrinsic rev¡ards and

extrinsic rewards. rntrinsic rewards are those which are

inherent to the individual such as gratification, autonomy,

etc" The extrinsic rewards are those which are external to
the individual such as material wealth and power.

Conseguently, two individuals will approach the same

situation (for example, the retíremenÈ decision) and choose

different courses of act,ion based on their class memberships,
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and the relatíve influence of other factors related t.o their
crass position. rndeed, the rewards made availabre by the

occupation of a member of a hígher class may be so great as

to preclude or resist any attempt,s t,o induce the member from

the source of those rewards. A member of a lower ranked class

may be faced with obtaining a relat,ively large gain in
material wearth by rerinquishing their occupation, and this
may greatly influence that decision (particurarly if the event

is structured as a once in a lifetirne offer, for exampre the
¡¡gorden¡¡ handshake) " However, the concept of rewards is not
strictly limited to wealth, pohrer, and prestige.

By returning to Turnerrs theoretical propositions,
it, can be shown that attitudes, values, and. behaviour with
respect to a number of different components of social rife
llffowtr from the individuar¡s class position. For exarnple, the

individualrs level of job satisfaction is, under such a

scheme, a direct function of the level in the sociar crass

hierarchy that the member¡s position holds, since job

satisfaction is highly associated with crass position. This

approach indicates that the higher the class membership of the

individual, the higher the expected lever of job sat,isfaction
experienced by the individual. rt would be rather a tautology
to state that the¡rbetter!! the job, the more the horder of the
job wiII like it" Indeed, it is the cornponents of
occupational satisfaction autonomy, leve1 of strain
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(physical and mental) u variety,
1,9762302) - that improve for the

of higher classes.

task challenge (Sheppardu

occupations held by rnembers

In a wây, these attitudes are part of the reward

system, a by-product of the class position" Hence, it is not

the class position per sê, but, the effects of class on that
individualrs situation that wirt provide the conditions for
either greater or lesser job satisfaction. However, this does

not mean that these conditions will exist in every case; an

example of this would be the clerical person who derives g'reat

job satisfaction from the posit,ion or the professionar who has

rittle satisfaction in their work. The same is true for
perceived health status; while the conditions are more

suitable for maintaining the hearth of members of higher class
positions, one cannot account for deficiencies in the

individual organisms. These are anomalies that the theory
cannot account for" Vühat is stated here is that the

conditions which give rise to these attitud.es vary by

membership in the class hierarchy, and wiII apply to the

rnajority of cases.

The concepts of job satisfaction and self perceived

health status, concepts are not normally associated with
stratification theory, may be considered as related rewards

that vary according to class membership. These factors, it
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is arguedo take Lhe form of intervening variabres, formed

largely, according to Turner0s propositions, by the
individualts class position. To reiterate:

The members of a society can be categorized in terms
of their modal behaviours, attitudes and
possessions, with the result that one can observe
identif iable ¡rclasses¡! of individuals who share
conmon behaviourial tendencieso attitudes, and
possessions.

(Turner, L984î64)

It is suggested that as an intervening variable, iob
satisfaction is influenced by the crass structure, and., in
turn, influences the dependent, variabre. under such a

proposed moder, it is the structurar or social crass

foundation that creates the conditions which formurate the
social psychologicar attributes - the attitudes, values, and

beliefs, - which influence the course of the individual¡s
actions (Figure l-) .

STRUCTURAL--------> SOCTAL PSYCHOLOGICAL-

social class

factors health status to retire

Figure l-

This moder suggests that the various factors that comprise the
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concept, of socÍal class membership may be influencing the

intervening variables from 0¡behind the scenes¡0. This víew is
also taken by Riley and Foner:

It, is not clear to what extent, the lower retirement
rates of those with higher earnings may result, for
example, from their greater work satisfaction or
better health, from a higher level of desired
consumption during retirement or because their
retirement is less like1y to be mandatory,

(Riley and Foner, L968, :451-)

Whil-e the various factors identified by Riley and Foner will
be discussed in greater detail in later sections of this
chapter, employing a research methodology that does not

account for or measure the underlying structural variables may

be employing the wrong level of analysis"

A demonstration of this would be a member of a lower

ranked class who receives a relatively generous early

retirement offer. If that indívidual derives little
satisfaction frorn that occupation, the ties to it will be

quite tenuous and an offer to leave that position will be

readily accepted" Concurrently, a member of a highly ranked

class may not accept the same relative offer (for example

twice the annual salary as a retirement settlement) since it
would mean relinguishing the occupation, and the attendant

tangible and intangible rewards. fndeed, many of the rewards

associated with the highly ranked position woul-d be lost" In
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fact, the above scenario has been

findings and witl be discussed in

review røhich follows"

reported in the research

the empirical lit,erature

Enpirical Findinqs

This section will focus on various empirical
findings with regard to the retirement decision" Special

emphasis will be placed on examining the relationship between

the ret,irement decision and various factors, direct,ly and

indÍrectly related to social class mernbership" An attempt

will be made to separate the empirical research literature
into two types: structural influences, and social
psychological influences" The structural influences under

study are income (particularly expected retirement income) and

age" The social psychological influences under study here

will focus on job satisfaction (generally and including the

familial constraints placed on the job satisfaction of women,

in particular) and perceived health st,atus, as these variables

have been reported in the ernpirical literature as factors in
the decision to retire"

By following the theoretical position discussed

above, the empirical literature can be examined to see if
findings are available that support, this position. The

research lit,erature on the decision to retire is somewhat
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3t_

Howevero the reported results seem to gravitate
between income, health statuso chronological âgê, and job

satisfaction as the major factors in this decision" While alt
of these factors are important, it is clear that, they are also

interrelated to some degree. The first of the structural
variables to be discussed is incorne.

ïncorne

A common finding in some studies of the retirement

decision is a linkage to income: either current job related

income or the adeguacy of post retírement income" Gallaway

reports that the better the individualfs capacity to earn

income, the l-ess disposed the individual is to retire (Riley

and Foner, l-968:451-) " Barfield and Morgan (1969) found that
adequate retirement income was a rnaj or infl-uencing factor in
their study of the early retirement, planning of auto workers.

Financial adeguacy of retirement income vras also a major

component in the retirement decisions of factory workers in
Hendricks and Hendricks L977 study (Morrison, 1-982) " Hora/ever,

these studies did noL attempt to account for the effect of

class rnembership; no comparison of professionals or managers

r¡ras attempted"

The following studies controlled for the class

membership of respondents, and report findings regarding the
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importance of future retirement income in the retirement

decision" Morse, Dutka, and Grey (1-983) reported that having

the financial ability to retire formed a major part of the

retirement decisions of both labourers and their managers in
a comparative study of an American factory setting. Lennards

(L987 ) found that 462 of Canadian uníversity professors would

retire prior to age 65 if offered an ¡radequatert financial
settlement. This is contrary to Gallawayts suggestion that
professional and managerial workers, both with an increased

capacity for earning, will stay on the job longer" It also

guestions the notion of ¡radeguacytt of ret.irement income" For

these reasons, it is important to examine the current income,

as well as the expected adequacy of post-retirement income,

in the decision to ret,ire "

These findings demonstrate that expected retirement

income is freguently reported as an indicator of the decision

to retire. One rnight suggest that an individual¡s current

income, expected future retirement income, ot a combination

of these two concepts will be related to the chosen age of

retirement" However, there are difficulties in attempting to
deternine what is tradequate¡¡ retirement income, especially

across class lines. WhaÈ might be adeguate to one group may

be rejected by another" Another difficulty is asking

individuals who are ten to thirty years from retirement if
they feel their post-retirement income will be ¡¡adeguater¡.
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These difficulties witl be examined ín the section dealing

with the operationalization of this concept in the following

methodology chapter"

As has been noted previously, it rnay not be income

per se that determines the retirement decision" As Riley and

Foner have commented, income may only be one indicator of

other influences such as itgreater work satisfaction or better

health, from a higher level of desired consumption during

retirement or because their retirement is less likely to be

mandatorytr (Ri1ey and Foner,L968). ft is apparent that these

other factors are also important to the decision, and that

income alone, either current or post-retirement, ilây be

incapable of explaining the decision to retire" If the

expectation of an |tadeguater¡ retirement income T^ras the only

factor necessary to ensure retirement, members of higher

ranked occupations would retire sooner and in far greater

numbers than working class individuals. In fact, the opposite

situation is the norm as the following discussion of job

characteristics and job satisfaction will show.

Occupational Tvpe and Job Characteristics

Few studies have focused on occupational differences

in job leaving behaviour, according to Mitchell, Levine and

Pozzebon (l-988) " However, a pattern between the type of
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occupation an individual- ho1ds, and the corresponding rate of
retirement has been supported ín some studies" Steiner and

Dorfman (L957 ) found that 672 of males age 65 and over in the

professional and manageríaI group !,rere still particípating in
the labour force in their study of U"S. census data. This

compares with 3l-? for the labourer occupation group" Taylor

(cited in Belbin, L972) reports a study of retirement rates

by occupational typesi the lowest rate of retirernent was found

in the professional and managerial group" Clerical, sales,

and farm workers r¡/ere found to have a medium rate of
retirement, while the highest rate r¡ras found in the service

workers, operatives, and crafts categories.

Schwabts (L974) study of the Longitudinal Retirement

Survey indicates that blue colIar workers retired earlier more

often than white coll-ar or clerical workers. Burtless (1987)

also reports that men in professional-, managerial, cIericaI,
and sales occupations remain enployed at higher ages than

crafts, service, and operative occupations. Clearly,

managerial and professional occupations participate in the

labour force to a much greater degree in later life than

clerical or labourer occupations. IrIhiIe the relationship
between occupational- type and retirement decision has been

reported above, it may actually be the effects of the

characteristics of that job type that are important to the

retirement decision makingi process"
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one possibility for these findings is that certain
gualit,ies or characteristics that are intrinsic Èo the

occupation may heavily influence the decision to retire" Jobs

that reguire great physical effort, are monotonous and provide

little or no worker autonomy may accelerate the decision to

retire. The opposite situation may be occurring with jobs

that provide lesser degrees of physical strain and greater

autonomy or intellectual stirnulation; the decision to retire

is prolonged. However, measuring job characteristics is not

an easy task. Sheppard has pointed to the difficulties in
pursuíng qross indicators of occupation:

the field has much to benefit from adapting more
refined and precise analyses that wou1d, for
example, explore the relationship of retirement
choice to such features as (1) the detailed nature
of the personts job, including the degree of strain
in perfonning these tasks and the degree of worker
autonomy in task performance, etc" and (2) the
individual¡s subjective perception and evaluation
of his or her task attributes e.g. degree of
autonorny, variety, task challenge, etc.

(Sheppard, L97623O2)

The notion of job characterist,ics influencing the decision to

retire has been reported in some studies (Sheppard, L974ì

Jacobsohn, L972) " For example, Jacobsohn (L972) found a

positive correlation between difficulty of job task and a

stronger desire for a lower retirement age in a study of
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Brit.ish factory workers" The basic premise here is that
physically '¡heavier!¡ the level of the job task, the lower

desired retirement age"

This thesis is concerned with comparing the members

of two occupational groups that essentially share the same

physical workplace: university professors and clerical support

staff" However, there are numerous differences in the job

characteristics of these two occupations, in terms of variety,
autonomy, task chaJ-Ienge, and physical straín" For example,

professors tend to have guieter self contained offices, while

clerical staff work primarily in areas that are easily
accessed by the public. Professors have the autonomy to set

their ol¡rn r,üork hours by scheduling office hours and variety
in the classes they teachi the remainder of their work time

can be at any location they choose" Clerical staff must, keep

certain hours, and respond to the demands of professors,

adninistrators, students, etc.. Professors have the ability
to choose and change their area of interest; clerical staff
usually repeat the same routine functions from day to day"

These examples illustrate the relative difference in the work

characteristics of the occupations under study and the

difficulties in disentangling separate job characteristics
from the measurement of c1ass. Hence, a relationship may be

suggested between the degree or level of satisfaction with the

characteristics of an individuals job and the chosen age of

the

the
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retirement"

A closely related concept to the job characteristics

ís that of job satisfaction. While these two concepts are

very related, the relative satisfaction of a worker may or may

not have any correlation røith the level of satisfaction

regarding the characteristics of that occupation" The

emphasis in the following section wilI be on the individual¡s
job satisfaction rather than the objective characteristics of

the occupation"

Level of Job Satisfaction

one of the most confusing factors in the discussion

of the retirement decision is the effect of job satisfaction

on the decision to retire. A cornmon finding in the studies

of job satisfaction is that professionals tend to be more

satisfied with their work than non-professionals (Mitche1l,

Levine , Pozzebon, l-988; Mason, Warmbrod, Silver , 1,984 i

Simpson, Back, McKinney, 1966; etc" ) . A related finding was

reported by Streib and Thompson (1957) i people who chose to

retire r¡¡ere less satisfied with their jobs than those who

continued working, and valued work less than those who

continued working. It would fo1low that professionals who

have hígher levels of job satisfaction will tend t.o have a

negative attitude to retirement, with the opposite result for
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non-professionals. Howevero as the followíng discussion will
propose, the research findings in this area have been mixed

in terms of supporting this hypothesis.

Simpson, Back, and McKinney¡s (L966) study of 460

pre-retired and retired American males suggest that the

relationship between job satisfaction, occupation, and.

retirement attitude exists:

Iooking forward to retirement appears least
widespread in upper white collar occupations
(executives, professionals, and government
of f icial-s) and most widespread in rniddte Ievel
occupations (clerks, salesmen, skilled workers, and
foremen)

(Simpson, Back, and McKinney, 1,966278)

fn addition to the above noted finding, Simpson, Back, and

McKinney report two almost contradictory conclusions. The

first is that, higher occupational level respondents expect to
achieve their life goals; it is this achievement that is
associated u¡ith a favourabl-e attitude to retirement.
Concurrently, professionals also exhibit high levels of
commitment to their occupations, which the authors associated

with an unfavourable attitude to retirement. Lower level
occupational groups did not exhibit the same Ievels of
commitment to their jobs as the upper white collar group, and

were more favourable to retirement. One might suggest that
either the goals of professionals are not being attained or
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that. their commitment to the job overrides the desire to

retire if their goals are achieved based on the results guoted

above"

Fillenbaum¡s (1,97L) study of an American university

found no association between job attitude and attitude to

retirement" Fillenbaum concludes that it is only when the job

is a prime or central organizing factor in the individualts

life, âs is the case for professionals, will the relationship

between job satisfaction and retiremenL attitude be borne out.

If this suggestion is correct, the relationship

between job satisfaction and the retirement decision may be

curvilinear, existing at the higher occupational levels and

falling off for lower occupational groups. This discussion

might suggest a relationship between class membership, which

is related to job satisfaction, which influences chosen age

of retirement of the individual. However, due to the

possibility of a curvilinear relationship among the lower

class group, Do relationship will exist between job

satisfaction and retirement age.

These hypotheses refer to the postulated indirect

rel-ationship stated between the class based reward of job

satisfaction and the chosen age of retirement that ü¡as

proposed in a previous section. Unfortunately, this thesis
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$¡iII only study two occupational groups; it will not be

possible to determine if such a relationship does exist across

a range of occupations" To elaborate further on the concept

of job satisfaction, the following section will specifically

exarnine the influence of fanily concerns on the job

satisfaction of female workers"

Job Satisfaction of Women Workers

As discussed earlier, one of the factors that may

influence the decision to retire is the concept of job

satisfaction; individuals who experience high level-s of job

satisfaction are less interested in retirement than those who

experience 1itt,le or no satisfact,ion from their work (Streib

and Thompson, 1-957) " Hohrever, the concept of job satisfaction

of women workers combined with the conflicting roles of

rnother/wife has produced findings which merit further

attention and discussion"

In a recent study of fanily influences on the job

satisfaction of ernployed mothers, Rudd and McKenry (l-986)

found support for a theoretical position advanced by Pleck

(L977) " Pleck uses the notion of asymmetric permeability to
describe family influences" Essentially, the maternal/wífe

role of the T^roman intrudes into the work role much more than

the fanily role intrudes into work. The opposite is the case
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for males, according to P1eck, as their i*ork roles intrude on

the family. In their study, Rudd and McKenry found that the

greatest amount of variation was accounted for by the

variables that were descriptive of the familyts ímpact on the

mother¡s employrnent" The two major concerns of the

respondents were family support, for the dual life style and

the availability of satisfact,ory child care. These two

predict.ors accounted for more variation than the traditional
predictors such as education level, health status, and

occupational status.

These results are consistent with those found by

Andrisani, who analyzed the U"S" National Longitudinal

Survey¡s cohort of mature women (l-978) " Andrisani reported

that the attitude of the husband towards the wifels job was

a significant predictor of female job satisfaction" Behling

and Merves (L985) examined the pre-retirement attitudes and

financial preparedness of males and fernales in three cultural

settings" They found no gender differences in terms of pre-

retirement attitudes. Hotüever, they found that r^romen hlere

generally less prepared financially for retirement than men,

but mal-es generally and white female professionals anticipated

the least enjoyment from retirement and were engaged in

delaying the event" Kilty and Richardson (1"987) reported a

similar finding in a study of gender and commitment to the

previously held job in a study of male and female retirees"
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lfomen r'trere as committed to their previous job as men, despite

constant career upsets that, men did not face in their careers.

Finally, Killien (1-987) found that among professional women

aged 22 to 40, the highest degree of career commitment \'/as

exhibited by those $/omen who vrere undecided about bearing

children. Both rüomen who decided to have children and those

who decided not to have children exhibited less career

commitment"

The research in this area has identified some

salient points" Indications are that regardless of the status

IeveÌ of a womants occupation, there is some pressure evident

on the work role from either a current or possibly future

family role" This is substantiated by the finding that the

most highly committed career professional $/omen forgo or delay

making a decision on childbearing. However, while both males

and females exhibit similar attítudes to retirement, these

attitudes may be shared by males and females in simÍlar

occupational or class strata" For example, both male and

female professionals practice retirement avoidance, according'

to Behling and Merves, even though males tend to be better
prepared financially for the event than females" However,

Karp (L987) reports that femal-e professionals experience less

malaise and boredom than their male counterparts; Karp

attributes the greater vitality of females between the ages

of 50 and 60 to a younger career !¡age¡¡ than their male
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counterparLs due to the interruptions Èhat these k/omen

encounLer in their careers-

Conversely, if one was to study the retirement

attitudes of female blue coIlar workerso their attitudes may

not, differ greatly from the male members of this occupational

strata" However, it is irnportant to reiterate the finding
that r¡romen have far greater demands on their time in terms of
juggling roles, regardless of the occupational type, than

males" It may also be found that female professionals are

more successful than clerical workers at balancing these

demands t ot that professional women practice avoidance when

it comes to potential role conflict by abstaining from or

delaying familial ties (Kiltien, L987).

fn this study, which compares female professors to
female clerical staff, both groups rnay feel the influence of

famílial and/or spousal role obligations that conflict with

their work roles" However, with greater financial rewards,

autonomy and less role conflict, female professionals may

experience much greater job satisfaction, resulting in a less

interested view of retirement than clerical workers. This may

suggest, a relationship between the level of support for the

individual ! s work role from the individual ¡ s spouse and farnily

and the chosen age of retirement,"
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As Rudd and Mckenry reported, the two rnajor factors

influencing job satisfaction are familial support for the dual

roles of rnother/wife and worker and the availability of

adequate child care" ?ühile no evídence is presented here to
indicate that professional v¡omen receive more support than

clerical lromen for their v¡ork ro1es, there is evidence that.

professional $romen may avoid farnily ties to some degree.

Another important consideration is that professional women

have the financial resources available to provide the type of
child care they deem to be adeguate" Cterical women may have

to make child care arrangements that are less than

satisfactory to them, hence the greater role strain and

dininished job satisfaction"

Another general difficulty in studying the class

membership of liromen is the use of occupation as the sole

indicator of class rnembership " fühile occupation is deeply

$¡oven into the makeup of class membership, it cannot be the

sole indicator of class for the following reasons" In an

attenpt to collect a sample of lower class workers, one night
sarnple aII the clerical staff in a workplace" However, when

total household income is taken into account, some of the

respondents formerly designated as lower class workers are

found to be spouses of high ürage earners. Hence, âDy research

strategy that does not account for spousal or househol-d income

is overlooking a common situation in society" This problem
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will be addressed in the foltowing chapt,ero as well.

Health Status

Perceived health status is freguently reported as

the second, and occasionarty as the first most important

factor influencing the retirement decisíon of those who chose

to retire on their onn. However, Atchrey suggests that health
wirr not retain its importance as a fact.or influencing the

decision to retire:
And because jobs in industriat societies are
becoming less physically demanding and the health
of the older population is ímproving, health is
declining in importance as a factor influencing the
decision to retire
(Atchtey, 1"976245)

Regardress of this trend, health st,iI1 forms an important part
of any consideration of retirement and merits examination in
this thesis.

Palmore¡s major analysis (L964) of U"S" Social
security data in L963 indicated that poor health tüas the
greatest. inf ruence on mares aged 65 who made their or¡rn

decision to retire" However, it, must be noted that parmorers

study did not take current income or post retirement income

into consideration. schi,rrabrs (i,974) study of the Longitudinal

Retirement Survey indicates that blue coll-ar workers reporÈed

far higher levels of health rerated work rimitations than
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professionals, managers, sales and cLerical workers" As welI,
among all iøorkers with health limitations, blue collar workers

retired at a greater rate than white collar employees.

Andrisani (1977) reported siinílar findings in a study of the

National- Longitudinal Survey" Betgrave (i-997 ) studied a

variety of factors influencing the retirement of American

Iower class working rnromen including race, work history, work

attitudes, econornic resources, and health. poor health status

was found to be the most significant predictor in this study,

with work attitudes and work history being unrelated. to the

decision 
"

A number of other studies point to heal-th status of
the individual as the second rnost important factor after
financial adeguacy (Pollnan as cited in Atchley, Lg76; Morse,

Dutka, and Grey, l-983; Barfield and Morgan, L969î Jacobsohn,

L972ì) " What is important to note from these studies is that
health status of the individual, while pot,entially declining

in primary irnportance, must be considered in any study of the

retirement decision" These findings suggest that class

membership nay influence the level of perceived hearth status

of the individual which, in turn, may influence the chosen age

of retirement of the individual" This relationship is
supported by the differential rates of retirement, higher for
blue collar and lower for white collar workers, when health

is reporLed as the reason for retiring" The next factor t,o
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be addressed is chronological age.

Chronological Age

Chronological age is specifically mentioned by

Turner as one of the major factors of social stratification.
Streib (1,976) has reported that a minority of aged members of
society hold disproportionate amounts of wealth and po\Ârer.

However, no other clear Iinkage is stated for the relationship
between class membership and age in the empirical literature.
All classes have members that range in age; in a sense, class

movement (upward or downward mobility) after retirement is one

area not previously explored in the literature"

Notwithstanding the above, relationships between the

higher chronological age of the respondent and later preferred

age of retirement have been reported in some studies (Rose and

Mogey I L972; Riley and Foner, 1-968) "

Evans, Ekerdt, and Bosse (1-985) utilized data from

the Normative Aging Study of U"S. veteransi they report that
the proximity of the individual to retirement !ìras the rnaj or

predictor of pre-retirement involvement" Karp¡s (1,987)

qualitative study of professionals argues that the 50 60

decade is unique in the life-cycle, and that job satisfaction
declines greatly at this tirne for professionals. These
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proximity of retirement"
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a relatíonship beti¿een age and

To reiterate what was st.ated in the section above

on the job satisfacÈion of females, Karp (1,987) also reports

that female professionals experience less malaise and boredom

than their male count,erpart,s; Karp attributes the greater

vitality of fernales at this age Èo a younger career !¡ager! than

their male counterparts due to the interruptions and

relativety late starts that professional women (particularly
female academics) encounter in their careers. This is
contrary to much of the literature on job satisfaction of
professionals; if correct, it woul-d indicate that, age has the

ability to overwhelm the relatively high job satisfaction that
professionals are supposed to experience.

However, this is the situation only in the case

of male professionals" Indeed, it may also indicate that
sat,isfactions tend to decline as age increases, or that
individuals have a certain ¡rcareer life span¡¡ such that after
25 or 30 years of working, individuals llburn outrr" This would

mean that lower class r¡¡orkers, male and female, would

experience this t¡burn outr¡ at even earlier ages than male or

female professionals; hence the stronger desire for earlier
retirement ages. Again, since professional women usually
begin their careers at later ages than males due to other
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experience this slburn out¡r until

if Èhey experience it at all"

To test this final proposition would require a

sample stratified by age" Rileyts previously discussed

theory of age stratification can be utilized to examine this
problem" To reiterate Riley¡s position;

Paramount among these themes are: the inevitable and
irreversible nature of the processes of aging and
cohort flow that, constrained by social conditions
and norms, produce age strata in the population; the
universality of these processes; the special
interrelations of people and social structures
within and between the age strata at particular
periods of time; and the strains toward change
arising frorn the arhythic relationship of these age
processes to other societal dynamics.

(Riley, L976:L90)

As Karp and the other empiricat studies concerning age have

shown above, considerable variation exists in the attitudes
of members of various age cohorts and various class levels,

depending on their stage in the life course" These changes

provide members with different values as time passes and they

move through each strata and on to the next one" This may

suggest a relationship between age of the individual,
proxirnity to the retirement decision, and a chosen age of

retirement. As proximity to the individualrs previously

stated age of retirement increases, the chosen age of
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retirement may be increased by the individual. The effect is
to delay the act of retirement now that, it is imminent for the

individual. This hypothesis is based on Riley's proposition
of ongoing change. Hence, it explains how it. is possible for
members of society to repeatedly changie their viern¡s of what

the ideaÌ retirement age is for them, and s¡hy the ideal
retirement age of a thírty year ord may change many times

before the decision is finally taken" Riley¡s position alrows

for the constant re-evaluation of all attitudes and resultant
behaviours, as the individ.uat passes through life stages,

obtains and relinquishes various roles and the norms

associated with those roles.

Summary

The research literature tends to support previously

held assumptions regarding the factors of incomer agê, job

satisfaction, and health status as important to the rnaking of
the retirement decision" rt arso confírms the variation in
attitudes towards retirernent by sociar crass membership,

usuarry by occupation" Health status and job satisfaction
also appear to be important, but the relationship of these

factors to social crass membership requires further
explorat.ion" As wel1, speciar considerations of family
influences on job satisfaction for women of various class

leveIs will have to be examined.
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Despite the linited amount of enpirical material

available in this area, there exists a groundrrrork for the

study of class membership and effect of such on the retirement

decision" What the literature does show is a mixed set of

factors influencing the decision to retire, with no singular

factor explaining the decision, It is argued that these

factors tend to focus, directly or indirectly, around one

central theme social class mernbership.
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METHODOLOGY

The fol-Iowing chapter will describe the procedures

employed to test, the previously stated model, The description

will include the methods used to operationalize the dependent

and independent variables, the development of the survey

instrument, the sampling procedures, and the statistical
procedures utilized in the data analysis"

Method of Data Collection

The method employed to collect data for this thesis

was the closed ended interview schedule administered by

telephone interview. It is important to comment on the

relative strengths and weaknesses of such an approach.

The most positive feature in the use of the

telephone survey is the degree of contact this strategy

provides for the int.erviewer and respondent" This method

allows for person to person contact; it provides the

opportunity for the interviewer to gauge the respondentrs

ans$ters and determine if any misunderstanding of the guestions

exists. Another strength of the method of data collection
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utilized is the relatively short amount of time reguired to
col-lect the data. Rather than waiting for respondents to

ansbrer and return surveys by maiI, the telephone interview

allows for the colÌect,ion of instantaneous results" Mail

surveys are easier to ignore or forget. than the telephone

survey, and can be lost.

There are some weaknesses involved in the use of the

telephone survey method. As rnentj-oned above, the costs

associated with employing telephone intervie\¡rers can be a

problem" AnoÈher problem is that of interviewer bias. A way

of reducing the effect of interviewer bias is to utilize, if
possible, the closed-ended interview schedule. This schedule,

while limiting the responses of the respondents, can also

linit. the interviewer bias, since little or no interpretation
of the respondents answers are required by the intervier^rer.

Another problem with any type of survey method is
what Babbie (L975) refers to as ¡¡artificialitytt. Survêys,

according to Babbie, are not capable of measuring social

action, âs they only collect self-reports of a past or future

hypothet,ical action" As no dírect observation of the

individuals under study is undertaken, survey methods may miss

important factors not previously identified, but obvious upon

first-hand observation of the subjects in their social

setting. Denzin (1,976) argues for the triangulation of
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research methods if one is to truty have a better sense of the

setting and individuals under study. Conseguently, any

methodology that reries on one method of data colrection is
inherently weaker than a triangulated design.

Operationatization of the Variables

Dependent Variable

The dependent variable in this study is the

chronological age respondents indicate as their chosen

retirement, age. For the purposes of this study, an age of
retirement prior to 65 would be considered an ftearlyrt

retirement, an age of 65 would be a ¡¡normalrr retirement, and

an age of retirement over 65 would be termed ¡¡late¡r " There

still exists a number of primarily financial barriers to early
retirement" Regardless, individuals who express a chosen age

of retirement past age 65 would be classed as those who are

atternpting to delay or forgo the act of retirement. The

following section will illustrate the concept, by examining

some of the impediments to early retirement which disappear

once the ¡¡normal¡¡ retirement age of 65 is attained"

Despite the chanqes in retirement plans over the

last decade that have allowed retirement at aqes as low as 55,

individuals who take advantage of such an option are still
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referred to as an 0!ear1y¡0 retirement iøithin the world of

industrial relations and pension pIans" Furthermore, a number

of financiat penalties exist on the income of early retirees
which may prevent all but the most determined from ret,iring.
For example, the pension income of early retirees in most

pension plans are subject to penalties of 32 52 annually

from ages 55-60i these penalties probably deter individuals
with financial concerns from retiring. Another form of

financial penalty is the unavailability of Canada Pension Plan

income prior to age 60, and the penalized reduction of the

same from age 60 to 65" This forms another financial barrier
to those who may reguire every possible income available to

them in their retirement.

A final form of financial penalty is the structure
of the pension plan itsetf. Certain pension plans, termed

money purchase or defined contribution plansr ilây act as a

disincentive to early retirement" The disincentive comes from

the way benefits are accumulated under the plan; witn a money

purchase plan, a worker essentially pays into a savings

account. $Ihen the worker decides to retire, the funds in the

worker¡s account are withdrawn to purchase an annuity for
retirement income" It is easy to understand that a worker who

retires at age 55 will have considerably less funds in that
account than a worker who retires at 60 or 65. Furthermore,,

if the worker has been in that pension plan for l-ess than i"O
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years, most pension plans will not allow early retirement at

age 55" And workers with few years of service will be

hesitant about retiríng before they have built up their
pension account"

With these impediments to early retirement, one

night propose that only the most committed or financially

capable will retire prior to age 65" However, while the

system of income supplements and replacements that takes

effect after work stops is still structured around the age of

65, the opposite situation faces those who stay employed past

age 65" Vghile the years from age 65 to 70 can be used to

accumulate further salary, there are few financial incentj-ves

in prolonging retirement, since aII Ret.irernent Savings Plans

must be cashed in or annuitized by age 7L or the funds become

taxable" Those who choose to continue working past age 7l- are

taxed at exorbitant rates, âS they must receive aII forms of

retirement income in addition to their usual salaries"

Clearly, the social security systern is providíng negative

sanctions to those who remain at the job past 7L" However,

there are also inducements to those who wish to retire ear1y"

The advent of

an incentive to counter

to llearly¡¡ retirement"

bonus is given to the

the ¡rgolden handshake¡¡ has provided

many of the above noted impediments

This usually means a large lump sum

individua]- on the condition that
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retirement takes place by a certaín age" This inducement can

range from one-harf to two years of salary with no further
obligation to work" UsuaÌly, the amount is based on a sliding
scale that starts at age 55 and declines t,iII age 64 is
reached, and no incentive is available since rrnorrnal ¡r

ret,irement is onry one year abray. The purpose of this bonus

is to encourage workers to retire earlier than 65, if they

had concerns about their post retirement income" It is also

used as a method of ¡¡buying off¡¡ employees who might. otherwise

be fired or laid-off" Such a plan is in effect at the

university under study"

From this discussion, the chosen age of ret,irement

can be operationalized as an ordinal variable in the following
fashion" Those respondents indicating a chosen age of
retirement prior to age 65 will be termed as ttearly,t and

scored as a 3-, those indicating age 65 as the chosen age of
retirement will termed ¡¡normalr¡ and scored 2 | and those

respondents who indicate an age of retirement over 65 will be

termed r¡laterr and scored as a 3.

Independent Variables

Vühile there are various scales available to measure

the concept of social class membership (Hollingshead | 1-953,

Blau and Duncan, L967, Stevenson, 1977), the most cotnmon are
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the Pineo-Porter Occupational Prestige Scale and the Blishen

Socio-Economic Index (Pineo and Porter, L967, Blishen,

Carroll, and Moore, 1,987) " There are many advantages to using

these measures to operationalize the concept of social class

mernbership. Both of these measures are based on Canadian

data; both provide a numerical ¡¡scorerr that is advant,ageous

to multiple regression analysis" Indeed, both scales will be

applied as they measure two slightly different, yet extremely

interrelated concepts: socio-economic sLatus, and prestige"

Since only two groups of occupations are being

surveyed here, the professional and the clerical, the use of
these scales indicated a great difference in the relative
social class ranking of each posítion" !'Ihile a fuIl range of
occupational groups is not represented in the sample, the

scores of each of the above mentioned scales demonstrate that
university professors are ranked very highly in the class

structure: 84.6 on the Pineo-Porter scale and 75"9 on the

Blishen scale. Conversely, the social cl-ass ranking of
clerical support staff is much lower, according to the same

measures, with a score of 38"7 on the Pineo-Porter scale and

37.9 on the Blishen scale. ClearLy, two groups have been

selected for study that are distinct and very much separated

by their respective positions in the class structure.

To measure the adequacy of expected retirement
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incomeo this concept wilt be operatíonalized by administering
the ¡€f inanciar s j-tuation's portion of the Retirernent

Descriptive rndex as formurated by snith, Kendalr, and Hulin
(i-969). This index consists of a series of guestions which

reguire the respondent to answer positively or negatively to
each" For example:

P1ease ansrrer yes or no to the fotlowing regarding your

income after you have retired"
l-" Do you think you will bareÌy be able to live on your

income?

2" Do you think you will be insecure?

3" Do you think your post retirement income will be

satisfactory?

4 " Do you think you wiJ_l be well of f?

5" Do you think your income witl be steady?

6" Do you think your income will be bad?

7 " Do you think you wilt need outside help?

8. Do you worry about your retirement income?

9. Do you think you will have a high retirement income?

1-0 " Do you think you have a good ¡lension plan?

1l-" Do you think you will have to make do?

12" Do you think you will have serious financial
problems?

i-3 " Do you think you wílI have no money to meet

emergencies?
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L4" Wilt you have income from investments?

l-5 " !{i11 you need help from your children?

1-6" Do you think your post retirement incorne will
provide luxuries?

L7 " Do you think you will be self supporting?

l-8 " Do you think you have a good insurance plan?

Using the scoring nethod developed by the Snith, Kendall, and

Hulin, âr1 individual who scored 54 on this scale would have

t,ota1 satisfaction with future retirement income" The actual

mean score for this scale is 30"9, according to the authors.

The results can then be scored and summed providing a measure

of the respondentrs attitude toward the adeguacy of their
future retirement income. This score will- be entered into the

multivariate analysis"

Job characteristics will be operationalized by using

a set of conditional statements, as formulat,ed by Smith,

Kendall, and Hulin. These statements are taken from the
¡rwork¡r portion of the Job Descriptive fndex and atternpt to
measure the characteristics of the occupation, and the

description of those characteristics by the respondent.

Hence, this measure differs from the following variabl-e of job

satisfaction in an important way" Rather than the attitude
of the individual to the job, the job characteristic measure

is meant to assess the |tdetailed nature of the person¡s job,
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including the degree of strain in performing these t,asks and

the degree of worker autonomy in Èask performance, etc" and

(2) Èhe individualrs subjective perception and evaluation of
his or her task attributes - e"g" degree of autonoily, variety,
task challenge, etc" !¡ (Sheppard, i-97623O2) " The scores of
these guestions wirl be summed and used in the multivariate
analysis as a ratio variable"

Job satisfaction, another important variable to this
study, will be operationalized by using a set, of conditional
statements" These statements have arso been forrnurated by

Smith, Kendall, and Hulin in their i-g6g study of work and

retirement, satisfaction and consist of positive and negative

statements which are scored and summed to provide an averag'e

measure for occupational satisfaction" The Job Descriptive
Index contains five sections: work, supervision, payr

promotions, and co-workers. A total of 72 questions are

asked. Again, the authors have provided an anshrer key to
score the responses" Due to the number of guestions involved,
the totar text of this index ís found in the survey instrument

which is included in the appendix" The final score wi1l
provide a ratio variable for multivariate analysis" The

following psychometric measures are reported for the Job

Descriptive and Retirement Descriptive Indexes: split-half
estimates of reliabilitlz exceed "80 and test-retest estimates

for a Lhree year interval rang'e from "45 to .75 (Srnith, et aI,
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1969274-75) " Indeed, repeated test,s of these índexes show

0!consistent discriminant, and divergent vatidityso (Smith,

Kendall, Hulin L969z67) "

The four remaining variables, drawn from the

research findings discussed in chapter Z, are agê, health
status, familial support of the individual¡s work ro1e, and.

the extent to which chitd care arrangement inftuenced the

decision to work" Age will be operationalized as the

chronological ag:e currently held by the respondent, and wiII
be an interval variable" Health status will be scored on the

basis of the guestions obtained from the health portion of the

RetiremenL Descriptive Index, as formulated by Smith, êt al
(l-969). This index¡s results will be scored and used in the

multivariat,e analysis as an ratio variable"

The support of the husband for the work role of the

respondent, wiII be queried in the following fashion: ¡rHow

supportive or helpfut is your husband and farnily regarding

your employment out of the hone?¡t These items will be scored

on a 7 point scale ranging from exLremely unsupportive to
extremely supportive. Finally, the item dealing with the

effect of the child care arrangement on the work role will ask
rrTo what extent v¡as the child care arrangiement you have an

influence on your decisíon to work? (1= major factor, 2: minor

factor, 3: not a factor) " These statements are taken from the
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study of family inftuences on the job satisfact,ion of ernproyed

mothers by Rudd and McHenry (1-986) " No psychometric measures

were reported by the authors for these items. The resurts
wirr be ordinal in nature and suitable for multivariate
analysis "

In addition of the variables noted above, data

indicating the current household income wilr also be

collected. This information is important, as previousry

noted, to the deternination of the respondent¡s actuar class
position" For example, if the respondent is the spouse of
high T¡¡age earner, yet hords a position as a crerical worker

with a relativery Iow salary, correct,ing the respondent¡s sole

income onry would not indicate the individuarrs true crass

membership" As werl, these data r,rrill be used in the anarysis

as an indicator of current, income, and witr be compared with
the information collected regarding adequacy of post-

retirement income. Data for current household income T¡rere

col-rected in the following ordinally ranked categories: less
than $20,000, Ç2o,ooo to 939,ooo, $4o,ooo to 959,000, $6orooo

to $79r000, and over $8OrOOO. The use of collapsed categories

for income provides for a less awkward method of collecting
this information, by removing the reguirement for the

respondent to actually indicate a precise income figure"
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FinaIIy, informaÈion regarding marital status $¡as

colrected" This information will provide descriptive data

for an overview of the sample. Marital status per se was not

determined to be an influential factor in the riterature
regarding the retirement decision. As well, the job

satisfact.ion literature does not support the inclusion of
narital st.atus. For these reasons, the data regarding

marital status will be restricted to the description of the

sample.

Sanpling

The sampling method that witl be undertaken for this
study wirr draw participants from the two classes under study:

university professors and university departmental cterical
staff" The choice of stratifying the sampre into these two

groups is intentional; university professors consistently
score very high on aII scales of occupation prestige and.

socioeconomic status. Conversely, the same is true for
typists and office crerks who usuarry score fairry row on

these same scales (Pineo and porter, 1967, Blishen, CarroII,
and Moore, L987) " Hence the differentÍation between the two

groups is clear" Furthermore, both groups work in a similar
atrnosphere and both have ready access to telephones at their
workplaces" Many lower class occupat,ional groups, other than

clerical staff , tend to work ai,ray from telephones and may not
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have ready access to mail at the workplace. Henceo the choice

of the clerical group seems to be appropriate to this study

as they are easily contacted by telephone.

The professor population is composed of all fuII-
time female staff hording academic rank at the university of
Manitoba (approximately Lso). The clerical population is
composed of approximately 300 secret,ariaÌ office staff from

across the Fort Garry campus of the university of Manitoba.

However, the use of clerical- staff wilt heavily bias the
sarnpre due to the fact that, most of these individuars are

female" At the same time, approximately 7sz of the university
professors at the university of Manitoba are mare. Rather

than create a bias due to these conditions, the decision was

made to initially stratify the sampre by surveying onry female

academic staff, to remove the effects of this bias. This

removes gender as a possible variable for testing" rt must

be reiterated that female rabour force participation rates
differ from those of mares in later 1ife, showing nird
increases.

The Sarnpling Frame

The sampling frames wi1l be utilized to select the
members of both lower and upper class comparatÍve groups. The

sampling frame for the crerical group witl consist. of the
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University of Manítoba telephone booko røhich clearly indicates
names and telephone numbers of clerical staff, by academic

department" The sampling frame for the professor group wiII
consist of a list of alr female staff hotding academic rank

(Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, professor) which

has been obtained from the university" Both lisÈs of names

wilr be alphabetized and assigned seguential numbers starting
at 1. A random number tabte will be used to select 60

respondents for each group, for a toÈal sample of L2O" If
respondents are contacted and refuse to participate in the

survey or are no longer available, another respondent wilr be

drawn by selecting the next randorn number.

Data Analysis

Once the data !,rere collected, the following
procedures rn¡ere employed to summarize and analyze the data "

The initial step was to obtain a frequency distribution of
each variable" This allowed for the checking and ¡tcleaningrr

of the data, to remove errors in the entry of the data"

The next analytical method employed was the use of
the BREAKDOI{N procedure in the statisticar package for the

Social Sciences to determine the lineariÈy of the

relationships between the independent variables and the

dependent variable, since alt of the variables are suitable
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for multipre regression technigues using the statistical
Package for the social sciences. Murtipre regression is a

multivariate statistical method for deternining the effect of
an independent variable on a dependent variable when the

effects of other independent variables are taken into account.

rn additj-on, the two Íntervening variabres of job satisfaction
and health status hrere to be subjected t.o path analysis. path

anarysis is a variation of the multiple regression technigue;

it, allou¡s for the determination of how well a theoretical
moder trfitsrr the data. Both of these technigues require the

relationship of the independent variables to the dependent

variabre to be rinear. However, the tests of tinearity
indicated that curvilinear relationships existed in some of
the independent variables" Once again, the frequency

distribution was utilized to perform data reduction on the

independent variables.

After re-examining the freguency distribution, the

data was reduced in the following fashion. current age, which

ranged from 24 to 64, r¡ras reduced t,o three categories: (1)

ages 24 to 29, (2) 39 to 46, and (3) 47 to 64" Income üras

reduced from the five categories noted above to (1) ress than

$39,000 (2) $40,000 to $59,ooo (3) over $60,ooo. Education

was reduced from five categories to two: (1) grade t2 or less,
(2) þost-secondary education. üIork characterìstics was

measured by l-3 items from the Job Descriptive and a score
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calculated. This variable was reduced to three categories:

(1) O to 1-2, (2) L3 to 22, (3) 23 to 33" Job satisfact,ion was

also measured in the instrument by using 3l- items from the Job

Descriptive Index" This variable was reduced to the follouring

three categories: (1) 0 to 48, (2) 49 to 6L, (3) 62 to 84"

Hea1th was also measured by the JDI using 9 items; it rdas

reduced to: (1) 0 to l-6:l-, (2) L8 to 2L=2, (3) 22 to 27. The

final variable thaÈ was subjected to data reduction was

satisfaction with post-retirement income" It is also scored

on the basis of 17 items from the Job Descriptive fndex and

ranges from 0 to 54. This variable rdas reduced to three

categories: (1) 0 to 34, (2) 36 to 45, (3) 45 to 54"

Regarding reliability of the Job Descriptive rndex, the split-
half test is reported at over "80 by the authors of the Index

(Smith, Kendall, and Hulin, L969274-75) "

With all of the independent variables categorized,

the test of linearity was re-done. While the differences in

=2 and eta2 dropped for the non-linear variables, the

difference caused the rejection of multiple reqression

technigues" Since path analysis is based on the tinear
regression model, it was not possible to pursue this method

of analysis" The method chosen to further analyze the data

hras the analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedure, as found ín

the S.P"S.S" package, with the appropriate tests of
statistical significance,
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Analysis of variance is another multívariate
analysis technigue Lhat tests the hypothesis that. the group

means of the dependent variable are egual" This procedure

requires an interval l-evel dependent variable; the chosen age

of retirement was teft continuous" Howeverr âs this method

reguires categorical independent variables, the independent

variables were recoded into categorical variables" The

result.s of these analyses are reported in the following
chapter"
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RESULTS

Data collection took place from April 3 to april tZ,
l-989. Of the desired sample size of LzO respondents, 57

clericar staff and 50 professors actuarry participated in the
survey for a total sample of LO7 respondents" Of the
remaining l-3 individuals who did not participate, 2 crerical
staff refused to participate and 7 professors refused to
participate, while l- cÌericar worker and 3 professors were

ineligibre for the survey as they were a'^ray from the city
during the data colrection period. This indicates a refusar
rate of 3 "43 for clerical staff, !2.3? for professors, or 7 "82

for the tot,ar sample" rt night arso be noted that. the 50

professors surveyed made up 38"7 z of the entire population

of femal-e professors (N:1-29), while the s7 crericar workers

accounted for L9 "LZ of the clerical population (N:298) "

Sample Characteristícs

The following is a description and comparison of the

characteristics of each group starting with the d-emographic

factors" The dernographic factors under consideration are:
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chronological âgêo level of educat,iono

marital status, and number of children.
exarnined is chronol-ogical age.

Table l-

Chronol-ogical Age

Aqe

Professor

NZ

Ievel of income,

The first to be

ClericaI

N

under 30

30 39

40 49

50 59

60 64

2

l_3

20

L2

3

50

4

26

40

24

6

l_00 " 0

l_3

L2

L7

L0

5

57

23

2L

30

1,7

6

t_00 " 0

The mean age for the clerical group is 41-, while the

mean for the professorial group is 4s" The range of age for
the clerical group is from 23 to 64, whire the range of the
professor group is frorn 29 to 64. However, the median age for
the clerical group is 4l- and 43 for the professor group. The

modal age is 42 for the clerical staff and 45 for the
professor group. This indicates that both groups are

relatively close in age, but the clericar group is more widely
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distributed (specifically at the younger ages) than the

professor group" This is also indicat.ed by the standard

deviations for each group (c1erical:l-l-.9 r professor:9 "Z) "

Hot¡ever, it should be noted that there are l-1 individuals
ranging in age from 23 to 2A in the clerical group. This

accounts for almost 2OZ of the clerical group" Other than

this dífference, the groups do not appear to be widely

differentiated in terms of chronologícal age. The next

demographic variable is levet of education"

As mentioned in sections above, educational level
\^ras operationalized into f ive leve1s " The f irst category

contains the grade 12 graduat,es and less, the second is some

university or community college courses, the third is a

bachelors degree from a uníversity, the fourth is a masters

level degree, and the fifth category contains ph"D" graduates.

This variable begins to indicate the differences in the two

samples, âs shown in Table 2 below.
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Tab1e 2

Educational Level

1. High Schoo1
graduate

2" Some post-
secondary

3. Bachelors
degree

4" Masters

5" Ph. D.

Professor

N

4

20

76

L00

Clerical

NZ

57 1_00

44

39

l_5

2

25

22

9

t_

2

l_0

38

50

The modal category for educational leveI of clericar staff is
the grade 1,2 or less category, with 43"92 of the clerical
group falling into this group" The mode for the professor

group is the Ph"D Ievel, with 762 of this group in that
cat,egory. As weII, the range of each group is also

distinctive as there are no individuals in the clerical group

that fall into the highest level (Ph"D. ) , and only one holding
a Masters degree" The opposite effect is seen in the
professor group as no individual has less than a Bachelors

degree, and Bachelor degree hol-ders only comprise 4å of this
group, with the remaining 20å of the professor group holding
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Masters degrees" Both groups appear to be skewed at opposíte

ends of the educational continuum"

The next, demographic indicator is t,otaI annual

househol-d income" Agaín, these data rdere collected by

operationalizing the total household income into five
increasing levels. These levels ranged from: (1) less than

Ç2O,000, (2) s2O,OOO to $39,000, (3) $¿O,OOO to $59,000, (4)

$60,000 to $79,000, and (5) over $Bo,ooo. Tab1e 3 indicates
the freguency distribution for this variable:

Tab1e 3

Current Annua1 Household Income

1- " Iess than $20, 000

2" $20,000 to $39,000

3" $40,000 to $59,000

4" $60,000 to $79,000

5" over $80,000

The clerical group vras

a mode in the $20,000

skewed to the bottom of this scale with

to $39,000 level, while the professor

6

l-5

I

2L

50

L2

30

L6

42

1_O O

Professor

N

Clerical-

NZ.
72r

27 84

15 62

8 41_

57 1æ
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group rdas skewed to the higher end with a mode in the over

$80,000 category" Indeed, Sg"62 of the clerical group

reported a totar household income of g3grooo or less, while
582 of the professor group reported t,otar income of over

$601000. Furthermore, no clerical staff are found in the
highest income category of over g8orooo, and no members of the
professor group are in the lowest category of ress than

$20r000" From these indicators, both groups seem to be

representing opposíte ends of the continuum of class
membership levers whích rdere reguired for this analysis.

Information regarding marital_ status v¡as also
collected. The najority of the members of both the professor
(622) and crerical (56"1-?) group are currently married.
rndeed, the modar tendency for both groups is in the married
category" However, as Tabre 4 shows, thís is where the
símilarity ends.



Marital Status

l-. Married

2" Single

3" Divorced

4 " Ìrlidowed

5. Common-Law

76

Table 4

Professor

N

3L

6

1_2

l_

9a

62

L2

24

2

z

56

23

l_5

2

4

Clerical

N

32

1_3

9

l_

2

l-00 57 l_oo

The number of single members of the clerical group is r-5.8å

compared with 24å for the professor group" The divorced and

separated category holds 1,ZZ of the professor group, while
22.82 of the clerical group faIl into this category" fL is
crear that some similarity exists between the two groups in
terms of those who are married" However, there are

dissimilarities when comparisons are made between the non-

married members of each group"

The last demographic indicator to be discussed is
that of number of chirdren" This indicator arso shows

differences in the composition of the two groups¡ âs

demonstrated in Table 5 below;

50



Number of Children

0

t_

2

3

4

5

Professor

N

L9

l_3

1,2

3

3

77

Table 5

z

3B

26

24

6

6

ClericaI

N

L7

8

I9

7

5

t-

57t_00

z

30

1,4

33

1,2

9

2

l_0050

The clericar group indicates a modar tendency of 2 chirdren

or 33"32 of the sample" The professor group indicates a modal

tendency of no children or 383 of the sample" The tendency

seems to be slightly higher for the professor group not to
have children than the clerical group (0 children:Z9.92) 

"

From these demographic indicators, it can be stated

that few differences exist between the two groups under study

in terms of rnarital status or number of children. The

greatest differences between the two groups are refl_ected in
the class based indicators of educational level and total
household income" Both groups are skewed t.o the opposite ends
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of both of these indicat,ors, as üras required for the purposes

of this anarysis" Further differences in the two groups will
become apparent, as the forrowing section examínes the
frequency distributions of the primary variables under study.

Chosen Ã,ge of Retirement:

As expected, the dependent variable, the chosen age

of retirement for both groups, conformed to the findings
reported in the literature" The results are presented in
Tab1e 6 below"

Tab1e 6

Chosen Age of Retirement

Mean

Median

Mode

SD

Min"

Max "

Tndeed,

choose

2IZ for

Clerical

57.8

58.0

55"0

5"6

40.0

66. 0

Professor

63.2

65"0

65"0

3"8

50. 0

70"0

622 of the

to retire at

the clerical

professor group stated that they would

age 65 or later" This compares wíth onl_y

group" Conversely, 47 "42 of the clerical
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group erourd choose to retire by age 55, compared with L6z of
the professor group. The differences in the two groups are

also demonstrated in all three measures of central tendency;

the mean, mode, and median age of retirement is higher for the
professor group, than the clericar group. The independent

variables also demonstrate the relative differences between

these two groups"

lrlork Characteristics :

$Iork characteristics attempted to measure the

attributes of autonomy, variety, and task charrenge in the
respondent's occupation" This variabl-e sras measured on a

scale ranging from o to 33, and the descriptive statistics
regarding this variable are reported in Table 7 be1ow.

Table 7

Work Characteristics:

Mean

Median

Mode

SD

M1n "

Max "

CIericaI

24.2

27 "O

30"0

7.O

4"O

33 " 0

Professor

27 "6

27 "O

27 "O

3.8

l_8"o

33"0
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These two groups are fairly crose in terms of satisfaction
tuith u¡ork characteristics. some of the clerical group report
much ress satisfaction however. This is indicated by the much

lower minimum score for the clericals, and is also reflected
in the standard deviation which is nearly twice that of the
professor group" Regardless of this difference, both groups

exhibit, for the most, part, a high degree of satisfaction with
the characteristics of their work.

Job Satisfaction:

Job satisfaction v¡as measured on a scale ranging

from 0 to 8l-" The following table (Table g) indicates the
descriptive statistics for this varíabIe, comparing both
groups.

Table I

Job Satisfaction:

Mean

Median

Mode

SD

Min.

Max "

Clerical

51.8

51" 0

45"0

l_t_. B

22.O

75 "O

Professor

59. 0

61" 5

66. 0

l_t- " o

24. O

75 "O
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In a similar fashion to work characterístics, job sat,isfaction
scores are somewhat higher for the professor group over that
of the cl-erical group" The mode indicates the gireatest amount

of variat,ion in the attitudes of these two groups (N:7 at 45

for cl-erícals; N:6 at 66 for professors). This indicates that
if one s¡ere to graphically display the distribution of these

two groups, the clerical workers would be distributed around

the high point of 45, while the professors would be

distributed around the high point of 66" Each group would be

skewed in opposite directions" This finding is consistent
with the literature, since a difference in the relative job

satisfaction was expected with the professor group obtaining

higher scores than the clerical group.

Health:

The variable of current health status $/as measured

on a scale start.ing frorn 0 and ending aE 27 " The descriptive
st,atistics are found in Table 9 below.



Current Health Status:

Mean

Median

Mode

SD

Min"

Max "

82

Table 9

CIerical

l_9"6

2I.O

2l_"0

6.3

0"0

27 "O

Professor

18"8

2I"O

2I.O

6"4

0"0

27 "O

Once again, the distributions of the clerical and the
professor g'roups are very simirar. There does not seem to be

a profound difference in perceived health status between the

two groups, and it wourd be possibre to stat.e that both groups

generally perceive their health to be in fairly good

condition"

Retirement fncome:

The following table deals with the responses to
satisfaction with future retirement income from both groups.

The score rang,e for this variable is from 0 to 54 "
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Table l-O

Retirement Income:

Mean

Median

Mode

SD

Min.

Max.

Clerical

36"L

39"0

48"0

1,2 "3

l_l-. 0

54"0

Professor

40"8

44.O

54"O

LO.7

l_8. 0

54"0

These findings suggest that the clerical group may not be as

satisfied with their post ret,irement income as the professor
group. However, while the two groups are not widely
separated, the difference between the two groups is noted"

Support for lriork out of the Home:

This variabl-e was not entered into the analysis for
the forrowing reasons. This question was only applicabre to
32 of 5O members of the academic group. Of this group I LOOZ

indicated that their spouse was extremely supportive of their
v¡ork out of the horne. sinilar results were received for the

clerical- group. Of the 57 surveyed, thi s guestion lras

applicable to only 34 respondents. Of this sub-group of 34,
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28 or 82"4e" indicated their spouses to
extremely supportive of theír decision to
skewíng of the remaining responses in one

lack of variation, the decision hras made

variable from the analysis"

Child Care:

Table LL, a similar
r¡l¡as described above

be supportive or

work" Due to the

direction, i"e a

to eliminate this

situation exists
regarding spousal

As shown

with this variable
support"

Child Care

Median

Mode

Min"

Max "

l_n

as

Table l-l-

Clerical

2.O

l_"0

1_. 0

3.0

Professor

2"O

L.0

L"0

3"0

However, while sufficient variation may not exist to include
this variabre in a comparison of the two groups, it can still_
be used for descriptive purposes and for within group

analysis. of the 50 respondenLs in the professor group, this
guestion is applicable to onry 30 respondents. of this sub-
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group of 30, only 1_O indicate that child care is a major

concern regarding their work out of the home" The same

sítuation exists for the crerical group, âs 39 of 57 respond

to this guestion, but only i-o indicate that chird care is a

major concern to their obtainÍng work out of the home. These

results indicate that the concept of working mothers has

become quite normarized among both clericar and professor
groups" concerns regarding chird care and support from

spouses do not seem to be probrematic for the najority of
rnromen who have children in thís sample. However, further
analysis may not support such a position; this variable will
be used in each group¡s analysis"

Tests of Linearitv:

The following sectÍon wirr dear with the attempts

to use rnultiple regression technigues to anaryze the data.
Mu1tiple regression is a linear mul-tivariate analysis method

that allows for the detennínation of the effects of more than

one independent variable on the dependent variable. To

determine if murtiple regression hras appropriate for these

data, a test of linearity was conducted on the data colrected
from both groups to determine if the rel-ationships between the
independent variabl-es and the dependent variable of chosen

retirement Ìnrere, in fact, linear" As the following table
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shoü¡s, in the initial stage, prior to truncation and

collapsing of the independent variabl-e categoríes, non-linear
relationships rdere evident"

Tab1e 12

fnitial Breakdown and Linearitv Test:

Clerical Professor

Age "L4

Education "OO

ïncome "09

Vtork Charact. " 05

Job Satis" "00

Child Care .l-l-

Ret. Income " 03

Health " 00

"rd
"66

"02

"09

" 33

"39

" 1_l-

"50

"20

-t2
"o4

.02

"08

"00

"00

"00

"00

" 0l_

"t.-2
"39

"05

" t_5

.06

"48

"09

"36

"o2

These results indicate that non-rinear relationships may exist
between most of the independent variables and the dependent

variabre" This is confirmed by the reratively large eta2 and

the relatively small t2 found here. since the differences
I¡¡ere so great between these two measures, the decision Ì^/as

made to truncate the independent variabres, with the goal of
removing the non-linear effects" The independ-ent variabl_es

rrere truncated by recoding and the resurt,s follow in Table l_3:
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Table 1-3

Breakdown and Linearitv Test lfith Truncated variables:

Clerical Professor

"2
,14

"00

.09

"o4

.00

" l_l_

"03

" ol_

eta2

"59

"02

"09

"23

.27

" l_l_

"45

"L9

"o4

"o2

" l_1

"00

"00

"00

"00

"00

eta2

"o4

"05

"11

"00

.09

"09

.00

.o2

Age

Education

ïncome

Vüork Charact "

Job Satis.

Child Care

Ret" Income

HeaIth

By using the procedure of comparing and rejecting
variables that are great,er than .05 difference between r2

eta2, the following variables would remain:

all

and



Professor Group:

Age

Educat,ion

fncome

88

Table 14

e1-;a2tZ Sig. of f

n"s"

n.s"

"02

n" s"

n" s.

n" s.

"o4 "o4

.o2 . 05

.I2 "1,2

Work Charact" " O0 " 0i_

Ret. fncome .00 "OO

Health .00 "o2

However, onry one of these variables, income, is assocíated

with the dependent variabre of chosen age of retirement at the

"05 significance leve1"

If the same procedure of rejecting at1 variables
that have more than .05 difference between eta2 and t2 is
applied to the clericar group, this resulLs in further
variables being rejected, âs indicat.ed in Table 15 berow:



Clerical Group:

Education

Income

Child Care

89

Table 1-5

eta2

"02

" 1_0

" l_l_

Sig" of f

n" s"

"o2

"04

,2

"00

.1-0

" l_t_

Again, after examining the significance lever of ft onry

income and child care are retained, using the significance
level of .05 or less" rt wourd appear that non-rinear
relationships are evident, within the data. rn particurar,
curvilinear rel-ationships appear to exist between almost all
of the independent variabres and the dependent variable. only

income seems to be linear for both groups" The rack of linear
relationships also regui-res the rejection of the theoretical
model Lhat was set out in chapter 2 above, since rinearity is
assumed in the moder, and path analysis of the independent

variabres is impossibre under the current, circumstances. Due

to the difficulties encountered regarding non-rinear
rerationships, the decision was made to further exprore the

data by using the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) procedure.
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Analysis of Variance IANOVA):

Analysis of variance is another multivariate
analysis technigue that tests the hypothesis that the group

means of the dependent variable are equar" since this
procedure requires an interval lever dependent variable, the
chosen age of ret.irernent was reft continuous " The independent

variabres were recoded into categoricar variabres. Three

ANovA procedures v¡ere run: one each on both groups under study
(professor and crericar), and a third run on the tot.al sample

with the added variabre of group membership. rn addition,
tests of two-way ínteraction were run on each group to
determine if interactions r¡¡ere taking place between the
independent variables" The forlotn¡ingi are the resurt,s of the
ANOVA procedures"

The first analysis of variance wirr utirize the
tot,ar sample, rn addition to the seven independent variables
previously discussed, another independent variable was created
to indicate the group membership of each individuar. The

purpose of this alteration is to determine if group membership

is significant in explaining a portion of the variation in the
dependent variable. rf group membership proves to be

significant, this will indicate that the existing variabres
are not capturing all of the variaLion re] at,ed t,o r.rrñrrì1

membership, or ultinateJ_y, to class mernbership.
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Table 1-6

Total Sample ANOVA:

Source of Sum of
Variation Ssuares

Main Effects L3B2"54

Age 39L "75

Income 1,1,7 "97

Education 46"6L

Ret" Income 22"50

lVork Charact. l_09 . 02

Child Care 36"99

Job Satis" 25"07

Health SO "77

Group t77 "84

Explained i-3BZ "54

Residual 1-266 "77

Total 2649 "3O

(N:l07 )

DF

L6

2

2

l_

2

2

2

2

2

L

L6

52

68

Mean
Square

86"4L

L95.88

58 "99

46"6L

LL "25

54.51_

18"85

12 "53

25 "39

L77 "84

86 " 41"

24.36

38"96

f

3.55

8"04

2"42

t- " 9t_

o"46

2 "24

o"76

o "52

i_"04

7 "30

3"55

sig"
off

"00

"00

n" s.

n" s"

n" s.

n"s"

n. s"

n" s.

n" s"

.01

"00

The anarysis of variance of the totar sample indicates that
two independent variables are significant at the .05 IeveI.
Age and group are the only independent, variabres significant
at the "05 level when the totar sample is examined. Taken

together, these two factors explain 2t"sz of the total-
variation in the dependent variable, chosen age of ret.irement.
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BoÈh of these variables are posítively related t.o the

dependent variable of chosen age of retirement.. rn other
words, the higher the current age of the respondent, the
higher the chosen age of retirement. The same rerationship
exists for group membership: the higher the rever of group

membership, the higher the chosen age of ret,irement.

The second group to be examined ís the clericat
group" The following table ilrustrates the source of
variation in the clericar group. No significant two-way

interact.ions were found.
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Table 17

Clerical Group ANOVÀ:

Source of Sum of
Variation Squares

Main Effects 788 " BO

Age 231- "77

Income 168.33

Education 67 "O9

Ret" Income 1,6 "87

Work Charact. l_5 . 63

Child Care 4L"34

Job Satis" 25"Is

Health 92.6A

Explained 788"80

Residual 5l-9.1-O

Tota1 1-307 " 90

(N:57 )

DF

L5

2

2

l_

2

2

2

2

2

t-5

23

3B

Mean
Square

52 "59

1_L5 " 89

84 "t7
67 "09

8"44

7 .81,

20"67

L2 "58

46 "34

52 "59

22 .57

34"42

f

2 "33

5 "L4

3 "73

2 "97

o "37

0"35

o.92

0.56

2"05

2 "33

sig.
off

"03

.01_

"o4

n. s"

n"s"

n" s.

n" s"

n" s.

n" s"

n. s"

From the tabre above, it Ís apparent that two independent

variables are significant at the "05 level: current âgê, and

income. These two variables account for 30"62 of the
variation in the dependent variabre of chosen age of
retírement for the clerical group. The variabre of current
age rdas found to be posítively correrated wíth the dependent

variabre. Hence, this finding indicates a significant
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relationship betçreen Íncreasing age of the respondent and a

higher chosen age of retirement for the members of the

clerical group" As members of this group increase in âge,

their desired age of retirement also increases. The variable
of income vras found to be negatively correlated with the

dependent variable. This indicates that as income increases

the chosen age of retirement declines.

The last ANOVA under examination is that of the
professor group" There urere no significant two-way

interactions among the independent variables for this group.

The results obtained !'rere not supportive of the theoreticar-
position. In fact, the results are contrary to the proposed

outcome" The results are reported in Table Lg below:
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Table l-8

Professor Group ANOVA:

Source of
Variation

Main Effects

Age

Income

Education

Ret" Income

!{ork Charact, "

Child Care

Job Satis"

HeaIth

Explained

Residual

TotaI

(N=50)

Sum of
Squares

509 " 04

L40 " 62

1-94 " 6L

5.32

1,1,6 " 87

L6 " 31_

97 "OO

t_08.75

45 "37

509 " 04

394 .43

903 " 47

DF

L4

2

2

l_

2

l_

2

2

2

1,4

l_5

29

Mean
Square

36 "36

70 . 31-

97 "30

5 "32

58"43

l_6 " 3L

48"49

54.38

22"67

36.36

26 "26

3l_ " L5

f

l_. 38

2"67

3.70

0"20

2 "22

o.62

1,"84

2. 07

0"86

t_"38

sig"
off
.27

n" s.

"05

n. s.

n"s"

n" s.

n" s"

n" s.

n"s"

.27

fn the analysis of variance of the professor group, it is
apparent that income accounts for the greatest amount of
variation in the dependent variable. Income is capable of
explaining 2L"52 of the variation in the chosen age of
retirement and is significant at the .05 revel" The direction
of the association of income with chosen age of retirement is
negative. This wourd indicate that the folrowing rerationship
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exists for the professor group: as the income of the

respondents increase, a lower retirement age is chosen"

Based on these analyses, the results indicate that
the social stratification model- proposed in Chapter 2 is not

supported by these data" The following chapter will examine

these results and discuss the problems associated with this
study, as u¡elI as suggest,ions for future research"
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CONCLUSÏON

The purpose of this thesis rras to examine the

relationship between class membership and retirement

preference" In particular, a theoretical model was developed

to test this relationship, using the social stratification
theoretical- perspective" The data collected from the two

subject, groups under study here, university professors and

university clerical staff, h¡as not totally supportive of the

social stratification model proposed above for explaining the

reLationship between class membership, related structural and

socio-psychological variables, and chosen age of retirement"

However, some linited support may have been

demonstrated for certain structural elements of class

membership in the analysis of variance for the combined group.

These included the reported relationships between the chosen

age of retirement and group mernbership" Group membership may

indicate that other class related factors exist in each group,

but have not been captured by this particular research

strategy" The followinq sections will examine Èhe results of
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this study, with reference to the proposed theoretical mod.el.

Variables Supported by the Analvsis

To reiterate, the analysis of varíance of the total
sample indicates that two independent variables, current age

and group membership, are signÍficant at, the "05 level. These

two variables explain 2L"5Z of the total variation in the

dependent variable, chosen age of retirement," Both of these

variables are positively related to the dependent variabre of
chosen age of retirernent" In other words, the higher the

current age of the respondent, the higher the chosen age of
retirement" The same relationship exists for group

membership: the higher the level of group membership, the

higher the chosen agie of retirement.

The only support for the proposed model is found in
the positive relationship between group membership and chosen

age of retirement. Indeed, the model predicted that all
factors that differentiate the two groups, such as group

membership, would indicat,e a higher age of retirement for
those members belonging to the higher class group" This is
the only support the model- receives in the result.s. However,

it does indicate that some unspecified factors within these

two groups, which trere purpose'l y strati f ied b1z cLass, is
explaining a port,ion of the variation in the dependent,
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variable "

The other finding for the total sample is also

interesting, as it supports Riley¡s age stratification model"

Thís is the finding that indicates a positive relationshíp
between current age and chosen age of retirement; it supports

two of age stratificationrs concepts: cohort centrism and

cohort flow" The total sample is made up of both groups; this
suggests that class membership does not supersede the notion

of age cohorts" Both groups seem to behave in the same

manner; avoid or delay retírement at older ages and choose

lower retirement ag'es while they are younger" This also

indicat,es cohort flow in that if these results are correct,
the younger individuals raise their chosen age of retirement
as they grohr older"

For the results of the analysis of variance of the

clerical group, two independent, variables are significant at
the "05 level; current age and income" These two variables
account for 30"6å of the variation in the dependent variable
of chosen age of retirement, for the clerical group. Again,

the variable of current age hras found to be positively

correlated with the dependent variable, indicating a

significant relationship between increasing age of the

respondent and a higher chosen age of retírement for Lhe

members of the clerical group"
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ïncome was found to be negat,ivery correlated with
the chosen age of retirement,. This indicat,es that as the
level of income increases, the chosen age of retirement
decrines" rndeed, the opposite findíng v¡as predicted by the
moderr âs income, a structural indicator of crass position,
r,1¡as suggested to be positively correrat,ed to the chosen age

of retirement.

By examining the anarysis of variance of the
professor group, it is evident that income accounts for the
greatest amount of variation ín the dependent variable. This
variabre exprains 2i,"sz of the variation in the chosen ag.e of
retirement and is significant at the .05 lever. The direction
of the association of income with chosen age of retirement is
negative, and would indicate that the forlowing rerationship
exists for the professor group: as the income of the
respondents increase, a rower retirement age is chosen. rt
should be noted that the resser earning members of both
professor and clerical groups seem to be concerned r¡¡ith the
state of their current íncome" This concern is indicated by

their choice of higher retirement.

one night suggest that a sinilar perception exists
among'the lower paid members of any socíaI stratai as long as

these individuals consider themselves to be werl paid, the
possibitity of earl-ier retirement is open. Ho$¡ever, if the
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indíviduals perceive a reratíve depravity in terms of current
income, this may influence the índividuar to stay at work

longer than their better paid colleagues. This finding may

also indicate the concern on the part of the members of both
groups with the perception of downward mobitity of retirees.
only those members of the group r¡ith the highest incomes feer
they can afford to retire earry" rt may arso be suggested

that the individuals who current,ly earn relatively low incomes

among the professor group anticipate a ronger career life to
rrre-coupr¡ or ttcatch-upt to what their higher paid colleagues
earn"

Another possibirity is the career life of the
individual; those who started earrier and nohr earn the higher
salaries wilr have a simirar career span as those who started
their careers later in rife. Both professors may have a
símilar career in terms of number of years, but the rate start
and the lower salary prompts the later starting professor to
stay at work longer than the better paid colreague.
unfortunately, no data on the career length or span of the
respondents were coll-ected" However, this may be a potential
avenue for further research"
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Consideration of the Model

The findings reported in above sections are, for the
most part, unsupportive of the socíal stratification model

that was proposed Ín chapter 2. The resul_ts, with one

exception, are opposite to u¡hat !{as expected. From these
resurt,s, it may be suggested that the infruence of
chronorogical âgê, a tradit,ionar finding in studies of the
ret,irement decision, is capabre of crossing class linesr âs

lower and upper class individuals seem to be influenced in the
same direction. current income influences the age of
retirement of both higher class members and lower crass
mernbers in the same direction. under the model, one wouÌd.

expect opposite results, with the higher income earners
preferring a higher retiremenÈ age and the rower income

earners preferring to leave the workplace as soon as possible.
However, it seems that if members of both crasses berieve
their incomes are too roraro this infruences the choice of
retirement age.

These findings are not consistent with a social
stratification theoreticar position. rn fact, onry the
findings of the cornbined groups regarding group membership

being significant to the retirement decision offer any support
for the social stratification position, and this is somewhat

veiled sínce it is uncrear what factor of group membership is
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responsible for this result.

As noted aboveu âgê appears as a significant
variable in the analysis of variance of both the clerical
group and the totar sampre" rt is interesting to note that
the professor group did not indicate the same relat,ionship
between current age and chosen age of retirement. This may

suggest that further research of age based or rife course

theories such Rileyrs age stratification should be attempted.
Also, it would be more precise to supplement the concept of
career span by measuring time spent in the work force, in
addition to chronorogical age. once again, it may be that the
members of the professor group begin their careers at later
ages; hence, âgê is not the same concern to them as Ít is to
others" Regardress, the positive rerationship reported above

for the crericar staff and the total is not accounted for by

the theoretical model.

Variables Not Suprrorted in the Analvsis

As indicated abover ho support other than the
rerationship between group rnembership and chosen age of
retirement hras found. The model proposed a relationship
between structural elements of class mernbership, the attitudes
herd by these respondents, and their chosen age of retirement.
The attitudinar variabres of job satisfactÍon, work
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characteristics, and self-perceived hearth st,atus ü¡ere not
supported" concerns over post retirement income were not
supported either" only the structurar variabÌes such as

income and age vrere supported, and these were opposite to the
predicted rerationship. As welr, the variabre of spousal
support could not be tested due to a rack of variat,ion in the
response " !,Ihile some pronising bivariate rerat,ionships were

reported in the prelirninary analysis, the apparent presence

of curvilinearity indicated by that same procedure eliminated
the use of both rnultiple regression and subsequent path
anarysis procedures. curvirinearity can be deart with using
the appropriate methods, but such technigues hrere beyond the
scope of this study"

Problems Encountered

v[ithout doubt, the use of a small sample contributed
to difficurties in determining the effects of the independent
variables on the dependent variable. rt is interesting to
note that the analysis of variance of each group produced onry
one significant variabl-e for each group, but the combined

analysis produced two significant variabres. Another problem

with the size of the sample was the small number of the those
surveyed who could respond to the guestions regarding chird
care and spousal support for work outside the home" A larger
sample would have provided a greater opportunity for variation
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in these variabl-es.

A comment on the range of occupations is necessary.
By using only two occupationar groups, the abirity to properry
test the propositions of stratification theory may have been

severely limited" A study that incorporates a wide range of
occupations may be more suitable to the testing of this
theoretical position. As welr, a better choice for the l_ower

crass group in this dichotomy might have been groundskeepers,
janitors or some other group of workers that demonstrate more

extremery diverse condiÈions of work than the crerical
workers" clearly, there is a degree of sirnitarity between the
two occupations under study here; both çtroups work in the same

facilities and share many of the same resources. There is
also a mutual interest, in the overarl welfare of the
institution by members of both the professor and crericar
groups 

"

The finding of a significant rerationship between
group membership and chosen age of retirement deserves further
comment. rt wourd seem that factors other than those
specified in the sections above are responsibre for this
finding. Further studies in this area would be werr advised
to pay closer attention to the marital status of the
individuar" rn particular, more depth is reguired in the data
coll-ected on maritat status, if a valid examination of the
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class membership of the spouse of the respondent is to be

achieved. rndeed, it, would have been usefur to know the
occupation of the respondentrs spouseo and. the breakdown of
income for the househol-d. Al-so, if respond.ents had been

separated or divorced from a member of a higher class g:roup,

the use of current household income would not account for the
attitudes formed in an earrier marriage. Fina11y, while the
income levels of the two groups studied here rnrere skewed in
the proper directions, the rerative difference between the two
groups may not have been of the degree reguired for this type
of study"
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APPENDTX Ã

RETTREMENT PREFERENCE SURVEY

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this survey. prease
be assured that the following informat,ion you proviãe wirr beheld in strict confidence, and only statiètiðar totals willever be published in rny Masters thesis.
Iühat is your current age?

What is your highest 1evel of education

Please .stop me when r indicate which of the folrowingcategories your t,otal faníly íncome for Last, year ferr intoí
Under $20,ooo
$20-39, ooo
$40-59, ooo
$60-79, ooo
over $Borooo

I{hat is your marital status? married
divorced
single
widowed
conmon-
Iaw

If you have children, please indicate how many:

At what age would you choose to retire?
At this time, r would rike to ask you some guestions regardingyour current occupatÍon" please ansr¡rer yês, Do, or yoûdo notknow to the forlowing guestions regãrding' youi current
occupation"

Do you think your current job is:
routine?
boring?
creative?
hot?
pleasant?
tiresome?
healthful?
hard on your
feet?
sinple?
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endless?
giving you a senG¡=t
accomplishment?

Does your supervisor leave you
on your own?

Does your supervisor ask your advice?
Please answer yês, ilo, or do not, know to trre followingguestions:

fs your work fascinating?
Is your work satisfying?
ïs your work good?
Is your work respected?
ïs your work useful?
Is your work challenging?
ïs your work frustrating?
Does your supervisor know the job well?
Is your supervisor intelligent?
Is your supervisor around when needed?

Does your supervisor tel1 you where you
stand?

Is your income adequate for normal expenses?

Can you barely live on your income?

Does you income provide you with luxuries?
Is your income less than you feel you deserve?

Are you highly paid?

Are you underpaid?

At this tirne, r would rike to ask you some guestions regardingyour current income. please anshrer yes, ño, or do not knowto the following statements regarding your income:

At this point, r wourd rike to ask you some questionsregarding promotions at your workplace. please ans:wer yês,Do, or do not, know to the foJ-lowing statements regarãingpromotions:
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Do you think you have good opportunity for advancement
at, your current job?

Do you think your opportunity for promotion is somewhat
limited?

Do you think you will be promoted on your ability?
Do you have a dead end job?

Do you feel you have a fairly good chance for promotion?

Do you think your co-workers are:

stirnulating?
boring?
slow?
ambitious?
stupid?
responsibl-e?
fast?
intelligent?
easy to make
enemíes

At this time, r would rike to ask you some guestions regardingyour current health status" prease answer yês, Do, or-you dõnot know to the following guestions regarãing your currenthealth status"

l-. Do you have a lot of rninor ailments?

2" Do you reguire little or no rnedical care?

3" Do you feel tired all the time?

4. Do you think you must be careful about what you do?

5. Is your health excellent?

6" Is your health failing?
7. lVould you say that you have never felt better?
I " friould you say that your health is poor?

9" Are you in better condition than most peopÌe your
age?
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At, this tine, r would like to ask you some guestions regardingyour thoughts about your post-ret,írement income. please
answer yês, no, .or you do not know to the folrowing questions
regarding your income after you have retired

1-. Do you_think you will barery be abre to live on your
income?

2" Do you thÍnk you wi1l be insecure?

3" Do you think your post retirement, income wirr besatisfactory?

4, Do you think you wiII be wetl off?
5. Do you think your income will be steady?

6. Do you think your income will be bad?

7 " Do you think you will need outside help?

8" Do you worry about your retirement income?

9" Do you think you will have a high retirement income?

L0" Do you think you have a good pension plan?

Ll-" Do you think you will have to make do?

L2- Do you think you will have serious financial
problerns?

1-3. Do you think you r*ill have no money to meet
emergencies?

L4" Will you have income from investments?

1-5. WilI you need help from your children?
l-6. Do you think your post retirement income willprovide luxuries?

L7 " Do you think you wi1l be self supporting?

l-8 " Do you think you have a good insurance plan?
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ASK ONTJY TF CURRENTLY T3{ SPOUSATJ RET'ATTO}{STÍTPS

How supportive or herpful is your spouse regarding your
employment out of the home?

extremely supportive
supportive
no strong feelings
either way
unsupportive
extremely unsupportive

ÃsK oNLv rF RESPONDENT rNDreåTED YEg ro cHrr,DRElqg

To what extent was the child care arrangement you have (or hadif the chirdren no longer reguire chird care) an influence onyour decision to work?

not a factor
minor factor
major factor

Thank you again for your participation" Alr data colrectedin this interviei'¡ witr be kept strictty conf idential.
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